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Condom Dispensers to Be
Installed in Bathrooms

by BILL LABOVITZ

n

/
-

Condom
dispensing
machines will be installed in
men’s
and
women’s
bathrooms in dormatories and
the Campus Center by next
fall, according to Dean of
Students Bobbie Knable.
Director of Health Education Mary Sturtevant,
chairperson of the Advisory
Committee on Health Education, said that her committee

I
1I
Additional Dorms Receive Cable
Director of Student Activities Kathy Baker estimated that 4,000
students descended upon the President’s Lawn Saturday for Spring
IFling. (Photo by Kristina Rashid)

Treasury System Restructured
by DIANE ZITNER
Carmichael and Hodgdon
Halls are newly cable-ready,
and Lewis Hall will be cableready by the end of the
semester, according to InterDormitory Council (IDC)
President Marc Berman. The
installation of cable in these
dorms marks the end of a two

available in all dorms that can
be wired for it.
In ‘addition, Berman noted
that the IDC’s treasury system
will be restructured in order to
ensure better control over dormitory funds and to promote
greater contact between the
IDC and individual dorm
governments.
The dorms that are now

Students Join .
Washington March
by MICHAEL ZINN-

‘
L

Sixty Tufts students joined
75,000 proponents of “participatory democracy” this
weekend on the steps of the
nation’s capitol and protested
President Reagan’s policies in
South Africa and Central
America.
Among advocates from antiracism movements, veteran
organizatins, hundreds of
universities and a noteworthy
turn out by major labor
organizations, the studnets
began their march in drizzling
moring rain on the grassy
Ellipse behind the White
House sophomore Samantha
Langbaum stated.
Chanting “Hey, hey, ho, ho,
there won’t be a war becuase
go,”
the
we
won’t
demonstrators were organized
by the National Mobilizations
for Justice and Peace in Central American and South
Africa to march the one mile

to the front of the capitol
sophomore Stephanie Eckhaus
said.
The marchers were then
joined by 40,000 other protestors to hear speeches from
civil rights leaders, members
of congress and other prominent liberal intellectuals including Reverand Jesse
Jackson, President of the National Organization for Women
Elanor Smeal.
The demonstrators also included performances by 1960s
activists Peter, Paul and Mary
and singer Jackson Browne,
who appeared with a Latin
band and sang in Spanish.
“Every individual at the
march was there to represent
in body, opposition. to what
our government is doing in
South Africa and Central
America,” Langbaum stated.
She noted “though their
reasons may be different” that
see MARCH, page 24
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House, Metcalf, Wilson
House, Richarson, Hill, Wren,
Stratton, Carmich-ad, and
Hodgdon. Lewis will be ready
“in a few days,” noted
Berman.
Cable will not be available in
Hillside Apartments or Latin
Way becuase there are no
television rooms. Also, Berman said that Houston, Miller,
and West Hall will not recieve
cable because of their location
on the quad, where wiring
would not be feasible. Car-,
michael was hooked up by
means of the streets behind the
dorm.
Haskell and Tilton are also
“not near any lines,” according to Berman, although
Bush may be close enough to
Lewis to attempt a connection.
Berman noted that Warner
see CABLE, page 24

supports the proposal as a way
to “reinforce in practical
ways” AIDS education taught
here.
‘‘We feel we have a responsiblity to those students that
have made a choice to be sexually active to respond to the
seriousness of the threat of
AIDS,” Knable said.
Tufts is one of the first institutions nationally to take
this step, which “appears to be
a trend the nation is leaning
toward,’ ’ commented David
Jimenez, public information
officer for Fresno (Calif.) City
Community College. He said
his institution will likely have
condom dispensors on its campus by next semester, following a show of student support.
Tufts officials ‘empk%zed
that, by this actions, they are
not assuming that all students
are sexually active - or should
be. They said students who are
not sexually active should not
feel pressured to alter their
behavior.
“We are concerned, when
we educate students about
matters of sexual choice and
values, that we not seem to be
encouraging them to be sexually active,” a prepared statement from the health education committee stated.‘
“In fact, we consider it our
responsibility not only to support students in a decision not
to be sexually active but also to
create and environment in
which they are not coerced or
pressured into sexual behavior

that vioilates their values or
moral code,” it stated.
But the statement from the
student-faculty committee
noted that 80 per &nt of Tufts’
students are sexually active
and ’‘ “thus vulnerable toAIDS.”
Knable said Thursday that
while the policy has been
established, the details of its
implementation have not. She
said that she is uncertain of the
machines’ cost and how they
will he funded. as well as a
I
1
’

.
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Dean of Students Bobbie
Knable
timetable for their installation.
“I expect [the policy] will be
implemented,” she said, adding that she hopes to “have
something in place by the
fall.” The scale of the installation of coin machines that
dispense condoms could be
reduced because of financial
factors, Knable noted.
see DEspENSERi, page 25

Somerville M d e Sanctuary City
by BILL LABOVITZ
The Somerville Board of
Aldermen approved a nonbinding resolution Thursday
designating Somerville as a
“city of refuge and sanctuary
for oppressed people.”
The Somerville Sanctuary
Resolution, passed by an eight
to one margin, sends a “very
significant message” without legal enforcement
against current U. S. immigration policy, which Ward 4
Alderman John Buonome said
does not grant “fair and
equitable” asylum to refugees.

It makes the city a safe haven
for refugees, particularly those
from El Salvador, Guatemala,
Haiti, Brazil, and Northern
Ireland.
Under the resolution, which
remains in effect until July 1,
1989, city employees do not
have to notify the Immigration
and Naturalization Service
(I.N.S.) if they are aware of illegal aliens living in the city,
Buonomo said.
He estimated that 4,000 to
5,000 illegal aliens currently
live in Somverville.
Tufts Latin American Collective member Rachel Zoll

said yesterday she is “very excited” by the resolution’s
passage. She stated that collective members are continuing to
work with the Tufts Sanctuary
Committee, which includes
university Chaplain Scotty
McLennan and Professor of
Music T.J. Anderson.
Under the U. S. Refugee Act
of 1980, victims of persecution
from designated countries including
Afghanistan,
Ethiopia, Poland, and Uganda
- are allowed to apply for
political asylum in the U.S.
see SANCTUARY,-Page 57
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The letters section i s a forum for discussion
of campus issues and comments regarding media coverage of events, Opinions
expressed in these letters do not-necessarilyrepresentthe opinions of the-editorial
board. All letters must be submitted before 4:OO p.m. for the next day’s publica‘tion. All letters must be typed and signed, and must include the full name an@
phone number of all signatories. This number will not be printed in the paper but
is required by the editorial board. Authorized representatives only may submit letters on behalf of their recognized campus organization.
Publication of letters is subject to the discretion of the editorial board.

-

Display ads are charged per column inch
per insertion according to the applicable rate scale and discounts. To insure
publication and proper handling, all ads must be submitted by 2:OO p.m. three
business days prior to desired insertion. Monday for Thursday’s issue, Tuesday
for Friday’s etc. Reservations for the back page will be accepted on a first come,
first serve basis.
Publication of display ads is subject to the discretion of the editorial board.

NOTICES - Notices are printed free of charge as a public service to the Tufts
Community. A notices section will appear in the paper every Monday and Thursday. Notices for Monday’s Notices section must be submitted at the Daily’s Curtis Hall Office by 2:OO p:m., Sunday. The deadline for Thursday’s section is 2:OO
p.m., Wednesday. Notices are not guaranteed, and cannot exceed 50 words, The
Daily reserves the right to edit notices if necessary.

CLASSIFIEDS - Classifieds deadlines are 2:OO p.m. for insertion the following day. Classifieds may not be submitted over the phone but must be filled out
in person at the Daily’s Curtis Hall office.

-

PERSPECTIVES The perspectives section appears on Wednesdays and is
a forum for serious or satirical commentaries. Submissions must be typed, and
accompanied by the author’s full name and phone number. Submissions must
be received by 4:OO p,m..Tuesday for that week’s section.
Publication of perspectives pieces is subject to the discretion of the Daily editorial
board.

- Daily editorials are unsignedand appear on page two. Editorials

reflect the views of a majority of the ,Daily’s editorial staff.
I.

WEATkERO

O0.

Partly sunny, 60ish

Yours faithfully,
Sugata Bose
Assistant Professor

To the Tufts Community:

The Tufts Daily would like to explain its operating policies in order fo prevent any
confusion or misunderstanding and to facilitate smooth production of the paper.

EDITORIALS

Eastern religions in the wake of recent,
powerful critiques of ‘Orientalsim.’ The
Goddess, who is regarded by devotees
as one of three manifestations of the
Supreme Being in the form of the
Divine Mother, has been much
misunderstood and misinterpreted in
the past. In organizing public lectures
on great world religions such as
Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism, one needs to.be careful not only to avoid offending the personal faiths
of members of religious minorities but
to be open to public scholarly debate
and criticism.
I am glad that the Chapel promises
to be constructive and creative in this
respect in the longer term.

Service Lacking

K n o w Your W r i t e s

DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS

Beyond Dialogue Difficulties
To the Editor:
This is with reference to letters that
have appeared recently in your paper on
the subject of the Goddess in the Hindu tradition. I briefly attended a
meeting at the Chaplain’s office at
which the Rev. Scotty McLennan,
Visiting Professor Elinor Gadon and
Mr. Arkadev Chatterjee were present.
It was decided at that meeting .to
organize an educational offering/public
forum as a follow-up to the questions
raised in response to the orginal lecture.
I was informed by the Chaplain’s office
on Thursday afternoon that the public
forum was being postponed until the
fall, and read letters on the subject in
the Daily last Friday.
This matter goes beyond the difficulties of dialogue between scholarship and faith. It raised questions about
‘ethnocentrism’ in Western scholarship
and methodology in the scholarship on

.

-

The motto of the Tufts Police is “To
serve and to protect.’’ While I have no
doubt that it is living up to half of its
creed by keeping all of us protected, the
other is severly lacking.
Last night I waited nearly two hours
for an officer to unlock my door. This
is indeed a service: one for which I pay
an additional fee. Perhaps the police
were somehow justified in taking so
long to arrive, but this does not justify
being lied to five times by the dispatcher at the station. Each time I called
to remind them that I was still locked
out and waiting, they said that the officer was on his way over. I was surprised to discover that it takes just as long
to drive from Medford to New Hamp-

shire as it does from one end of campus to the other.
When he finally arrived, his only
comment was not on thc delay, but that
he remembered that I had been locked
out earlier in the semester. Is this why
he felt justified in arriving late? Had I
used up some unspecified quota of considerate service from the police? The
least the department could have done
was to be honest the first time I called
by telling me that I would wait two
hours.
Thank God I won’t have to deal with
them next year.

-

,

John M. Strasswimmer
A ’89

Z.B.T. not a Colony
TOthe Editor:
In response to an ad that appeared on
Thursday and an articly on Friday
.
(“New Fraternity Colonized”):
Over the past year a Greek Life Task
Force, consisting of leaders of the InterGreek Council, members of the Senate
and C.S.L., and faculty and administrators, has held discussions in an
effort to define the relationship between
fraternities and sororities and the
university. This discussion began
primarily because of the inability of the
university to meet the growing demand
for fraternity and sorority housing on
campus and has broadened to address
issues of increasing cooperation between the administration and the greek
system.
To allow time for this process, and to
avoid’increasing our difficulties bv tak-

Sincerely,
Frank Colcord, Chairperson
Don Klein. DeDartment of Political

sororities was established. This

Presidents. I.G.C.

moratorium is still in effect and means
that Zeta Beta Tau has not been
recognized by the I.G.C. as a fraternity
nor has it been established as a colony;
and, since the criteria under which new
groups might be brought on campus
have not been determined, there is no
way to predict when or whether it
might be.
Thus, until the process begun by the
Greek Life Task rce is completed,
student interested in Zeta Beta Tau, or
in any other proposed fraternities or
sororities, are an informal social group,
but are neither a fraternity nor a colony.

What you’re holding right now 1s probably the biggesc issue of the Daily
ever. This may be the last time (thankfully) that this ever happens.
Best of luck on finals, and see you in September.
-The Daily

I
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Ode to a Freshman
Roommate
by ADAM FINGERMAN

I -..

b v Gar‘rev

T. F a l l e r

and Devi Ben-

Aprille Monitors the Mighty
Mitochondria
One of Dr. June Aprille’s research projects at Tufts focuses on
specific post-natal metabolic changes that adapt a newborn baby
to life outside the mother. While in the mother’s uterus, the fetus
has virtually no problems; nutrition and waste product elimination are both accomplichcd through the mother. Furthermore,
the temperature is warm and ocnstant. However, at birth the baby
has a “rude awakening metabolically,” according to Aprille. The
newborn has to deal with sudden environmental changes and needs
to produce energy for suckling, breathin , crying, termperature
regulation, and many more vital life functions. This needed energy
(A.T.P.) is produced in the mitochondria, the “powerhouse af the
cell,” and Aprille has ascertained some changes therein.
Within a remarkably quick one to four hours, there are a lot
of mitochondrial changes. Also, whe has noted some slower
changes take place over several days. All these changes are in the
enzymes of the mitochondria which function in a complex manner to produce A.T.P., the main energy source upon which the
body thrives. According to Aprille, “the mitochondria is the structural component of a cell responsible for converting the food we
eat into energy.” Any defects in these enzymes which cause a
reduction in A.T.P. synthesis could mean disaster for the infant.
Aprille has successfully established a prominent reputation for
herself in this field of research. Nationwide, many doctors contact Aprille whenever they suspect a mitochondrial aberration in
a young child. If after a brief consultation over the phone Aprille
feels that it is a true problem, a bopsy is performed and a piece
of the patient’s liver or muscle is removed. This tissue is then
sent on dry ice to Aprille’s laboratory, at twhich point she prepares
and examines the tissue’s mitochondria.
When Aprille finds a defect in the mitochondria, she contacts
the doctor and tells himher or her findings. Presnetly, no cure
is available for infants with mitochondrial problems, although
some defects are more serious than others and diet modification
may help alleviate some types of ailments. However, proper
diagnosis of the problem can greatly soothe the minds of the
parents and aid the doctor in treating the child. Additionally, this
information can halp the parents decide whether or not they want
to have more children, since this defect seems to be genetically
inherited.
Aprille also remarked that not all mitochondria are necessarily
affected; it could be those of only one organ, such as the liver
or the muscles. The nature of the disease observed is thus organ
specific, meaning that the part of the body suffering from
mitochondrial defects dictates the type of symptoms that will
evolve. If the muscles are affected, the child accumulates an excess of lactate in the blood which weakens himher. This excess
results in a decrease of blood pH which then affects the brain.
If the liver is subject to mitochondrial defects the ch
ild will feel sick.
Aprille has also been working with the desease known as Reye’s
syndrome. This syndrome is also mitochondrial related but is not
inherited like the aforementionedcondition. Reye’s is a childhood
syndrome which usually presents itself following a bout of chicken
pox or influenza. The syndrome is rare, the incidence rate being.
only about 2/1,000,000. However, this desease is quite serious as
its mortality rate is bout 30 per cent.
Not much is known about the etiology (cause) of this syndrome,
but it is always preceeded by a virus. It is also believed that aspiring may play a synergistic role with Reye’s, That is, a child with
the flu or chicken pox concomitantly taking aspirin has a greater
risk for Reye’s Syndrome than a child who does not take aspirin.
Another project of Aprille’s has been the assessment of the differences between mitochondria of normal and cancer type cells.
see SCIENCE, Page 23
. . ,
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wild.. .rampant through a
jungle of maniacal scenarios.
At best, I envisioned him as
some extremely wealthy
Southerner, whose father was
the CEO of Coca-Cola or
something, so wealthy and
proper that they don’t list their
phone numbers.
At worst, I expected
Satan...or worse. Maybe a
none-foot mutated product of
Chernyobol fallout, too
psychotic and demented to live
in a house, and unable to use
a phone, let alone speak in
anything but monosyllables.
However, I rationalized, how
could he have gotten into
Tufts.. he would have to have
some redeeming characteristic
about
him.. .something
meritorious for him to be a
Then
I
Jumbo.
thought.. .maybe Tufts accepted him so they could say
that they filled their yearly
quota
of
mutated
vegetables.. .nyah.
Maybe his father just helped
build the new “X’s and Noble
Bookstore” or laid the cornerstone for the “Tufts Center
for the Promotion of
Worldwide Consumption of

get a fine education.. .graduate
Mega-magna-Suma-Cum-the
Think back to that fateful Radio’s too-Laude.. .find a nice
day in April or late November Jewish girl.. .land a job with
when you learned that you her father’s investment corwere gonna be the next genera- poration.. .settle down in
tion of Jumbos. ThaCYOU, Scarsdale, New York, or Yupalong with a thousand people’ piesville, Connecticut, and
lead a fruitful and satisfying
just like you - all different,
but all 0.K. - were to repre- life.
By this time, I’m psyched
sent the Class of 1990 at Tufts
University, an institute of for four years of excitement
higher education. I remember and cosmic mayhem that you
it like it was last year. Stream just don’t find in East
Brunswick, New Jersey
of consciousness begins here:
(no...they don’t make the
Saturday morning.. .Papa
Smurf chuckling.. .what kind bowling alleys there). I find
of noise do sheep make?...the out that I will be residing in
mail is here.. .mom’s bubbling Wren Hall, and the gentleman
with jubilation ...the soda lost I will be sharing my year with
all of the carbonation is Roommate X (note: all
dad ...“oh my God! Oh my names have been changed to
God! Oh my God!” ...tramps protect the guilty) of Atlanta,
like us baby we were born to Georgia. Enclosed was just his
run...“ADAM!”...“you got in- address, no phone number.
First, I contacted Tufts.
to Tufts!”. ..phones dialed.. .don’t feed them after mid- They said that he reported no
night. ..mother blabbing to nomber. Then I contacted the
friends.. .“my son has this Atlanta phone directory.. .no
number. So, I wrote him a letnatural propensity....”...Capter and anxiously waited for his
tain
Jack ...Pee
Wee’s
repiy. And waited. .and
playhouse began.
So, on to a life of glamour waited..and waited. And
and luxury in a beautiful, waited some more.
When the fourth week of not
downtown Medford and the
hearing from him began, my
Tufts University Country
Club. My life was set.. .I would imagination began to run

.

see ROOMMATE, Page 23

Disorderly Eating Causes
Eating Disordersby

AMY VELLUCCI

“Fat and Thin - An
American Obsession’’was the
title of Emily Fox’s lecture,
held last Thursday evening
form 7:OO to 8:30 pm in Barnum 104. Ms. Fox, clinician,
director of a Behavioral Treatment Program for eating
disorders, as well as member
of Tufts’ Psychology Graduate
Department, gave an interesting ,lecture, slide presentation, and discussion on
eating disorders (which was
originally meant to be part of
last Fall’s Health series at
Tufts).
. “Slender is Success,” said
Fox, alluding‘to the present
day trend that that is foolish.
Thus, dieting to lose weight is
on the rise. “The average
American goes on 2-3 diets per
year,” commented Fox. In
fact, Fox took a poll in 1985
among 5021 teens between the
ages of 13-18 and discovered
that 59 percent of the females
were dissatisfied with theri
bodies, and dieting, and 20
Dercent of the males were also

tryin got lose some pounds. A
similar poll taken for women
among the ages of 19-39showed that 64 percent were on
diets and of those, 25 percent
were Binge addicts. (The
Binge, as defined by Fox, is an
extreme and quick intake of
food which, according to one
of her many studies, occurs 75
percent of the time afteryour ’
first diet).
The American society’s
“aesthetic pressures of our
era” cause us to believe that to
be fat is to be ugly, lazy.
unclean,” according to student
responses to Fox’s question of
sterotypes of obese persons.
We see the pro-thin value
everywhere - in our
magazines, on tv, on the radio,
in the media, etc. Promoting
dieting to be thin is a multibillion dollar industry. Citing
the some 115 diet books which
go onsale each year, as well as
the numerous ads for diet pills
and diet programs, Fox noted
that the American person’s
realistic body weight is getting
heavier and heavier, and yet,
simultaneously, our “ideal

.

body type gets smaller and
smaller.” Proof of this is the
mere fact that football stadium
seats are constantly being
enlarged.
Ten years ago at Oral
Roberts’ University strict diet
orders were given to those
students who could “pinch an
inch or more.’’ Ifthey failed to
lose the necessary weight, they
were suspended from school.
If that doesn’t display the thin-is-in craze, nothing will.
However, the significance of
Fox’s entire presentation was
based upon the fact that
dieting to lose weight (especially if your’re only 10-20 pounds
overweight) can lead to
stringent dieting, which can
lead to fasting and binging,
which can ultimately led to
bulimia or anorexia nervosa.
Using a Maidenform ladies’
undergarment magazine
adverstisement as an example,
Fox illustrated the paradox of
the slender model chowing
down on a banana split.
Highly unlikley. So, what is
see EATING, page 23
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Aerobicizers:
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Tryouts will be held
~Monday, April 27th at 8:OO
in Hill Hall (Lower
PJ%
Lounge)
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STUDY
BREAK !
GOT WORK?
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BLOW IT OFF !!
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- Be ready to workout
- Bring music ifyou have (if not, don’t
panic)!
- Don’t be nervous
- I f any questions, call 628-2554 (or
leave a message)
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Thursday, April 30, 198.7 6:OO-9:00 PM
Tuesday, May 5, 1987 6:OO-9:00 PM
Wednesday, May 6, 1987 6:OO-9:OO PM

I

697-6000 8 566-9000
Sot. 8:30a.m.-5:6Op.m. Sun. 12 Noon-5:OOp.m.: ‘II

BRIDGEWAERXASS.

OPENMon.-Fri. 8:30a.m.-9:00p.m.

3

Houston and Lewis Halls will be
open during the following
schedule only:
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- All are welcome
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Only small items such as typewriters,
stereos, etc. will be stored. NO large
upholsted furniture p.ieces will be
accepted.
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Spring Fling
by JIM WELCH

.-

.

It didn’t rain! When I pulled up my shade at 7:OO on
Saturday morning and saw a
sky covered with thick, grey
clouds, I did worry about
whether Spring Fling would
be moved indoors for the second year straight, but the
bottom line is: “It didn’t
rain!”, and Spring Fling did
happen on the President’s
lawn Saturday afternoon. For
the most part, everything went
rather smoothly. The task of
loading all the equipment onto the site at 7:30 am was
greeted by numerous blearyeyed concert committee
members who worked as a
very efficent road crew, (After
the coffee had arrived at least),
stacking PA. cabinets and
moving the bands’ equipment
cases. The highlight of the
morning though had to be
when the Dining Services
truck, carrying all of the food
for Spring Fling, got stuck in
the mud in the middle of the
lawn, and remained there for
about 45 minutes, while about
a dozen people struggled to
push it out of the hole it had
created.
At around 11:30, Plate
O’Shrimp, with a guest percussionist from Third Estate,
hit the stage. Obviously surprised at the small number of
people inside the gates at that
time, singedguitarist Giorgio
Scali yelled “Wake up! It’s
time to party,” and started the
band off with their song
“Under the Gun.” Shrimp
played what seemed to be a
rather short but enthusiastic
set (30-35minute.s) of their reg-

gaelskalpoplrock, including
“Mariskanrin” ‘‘Dream Holiday,” “Over the Edge,” and
“Immorality Act” which appears on the Boston ska compilation Mash It Up. Some
people up fornt were screaming for an encore but Shrimp
didn’t have time. The complex
rhythms produced by the interaction of the drums and
percussion put Shrimp’s songs
a cut above most Boston bands
who, for the most part, settle
for a simple danceable beat.
The break before ’l‘he
Smithereens took the stage was
when most of the Tufts community arrived. By 1:30, the
gorunds were covered with
blankets, people, hot dogs,
and cans. “Hey, come closer!”
was the cry of Smithereens
vocalist Pat Dinizio.. . and people did. The Smithereens’
sound is that of an aggressive
REM which keeps that semidistorted garage band sound.
(Hey, they did come out of the
garages of New Jersy). They
played four upbeat tunes off
their “Especially For Y,,”
album and their debut ep and
then slowed things down with
two acoustic songs. But just
before everyone got too
mellow, the Smithereensbroke
into the second single off their
album, “Behind the Wall of
Sleep,” and got everyone up on
their feet dancing around, or
staggering or whichever they
were better suited for at the
time. The Smithereens ended
their set with their first single
“Blood and Roses” to mass
applause which brought them
back for an encore which included a ripping cover of “The

Seeker” by The Who, and a
couple of quick guitar licks
from “Walk This Way” and
‘’‘Batman.’ ’
It was now time to hit the
bathrooms and shove as many
hotdogs down your throat as
possible. To say the least, the
lines were pretty long. Lots of
people gave up on the portable
bathrooms and headed for the
Campus Center, only to find
lines there out the door too.
I missed the beginning of
The Bongos’ set because of the
bathroom scene, but I did snag
a set list off the stage so I can
tell you that they opened with
“Glow in the Dark,” followed
by “Once in a Blue Moon”
and many other pop dnace
songs off their two albums, including their hit “Barbarella.”
People were up and dancing in
the front of the stage but I felt
- that what was going on farther
back on the lawn was very important too. The blankets full

There is a great proliferation
of Far Eastern restaurants in
the Cambridge and Boston
areas, especially the dense concentration of Vietnamese and
Chinese restaurants in the
Downtown Crossing district.
However, among these many
establishments, one ethnic
group has been greatly
underepresented. That was the
case until this past summer
when the Shilla Korean
resaturant opened in Harvard
Square. Korean cuisine provides the diner with adventurous variations on traditionally known Far Eastern
dishes such as Sweet and Sour
Pork as well as unique Korean
meals in stew casseroles.
L * r * I . . ? * J - . - .
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Eating at Shilla has many
advantages for the collegiate
diner. The first is its location.
Shilla is located in the center
of the Square adjacent to
Grendel’s Restaurant. The atmosphere is appropriate for
couples as well as providing
facilities such as beautifuilly
decorated Tatami rooms for
larger groups. The seating
capacity is quite large, as Shilla
occupies two floors and many
of the downstairs tables are in
a comfortably padded booth
setting.
The menu offerings are extensive and moderate in price.
A wide variety of options are
available for the beginning of
the meal. Specifically, this includes a choice of a dozen ap:
petizers ranging from broiled

ot ’Tufts students just socializ-

ing, sunning, and partying was
the best part of the whole day.
Congratulations to Concert
Committee leader Danny
Rubin, TCB, Student Activities, the Administration,
and everyone else who helped,

for setting Spring Fling up,
and making it all possible and
highly successful. Tufts
University was treated to three
great bands on one of the sunniest days in the last
month.. .and yeah, who needs
Squeeze anyway.

Seniors Stepping Out in Style
by DEVI BEN-ZEEV and
LENNY SALTZMAN
Many great inventions stem
from idle conversation and the
1987 Senior Show was no exception. According to the Executive Producer of the event,
Amy Eiselman, “It came out
of a discussion between Sue
Sebell (a senior who participated in the who in addition to helping the the planning) and myself in the library
and it just hit us how great it
would be if we were able to do
a show with people who didn’t

A Hot Time in Harvard
Square
by MICHAEL GREENBERG

Okay, so they didn’t improvise that much - but the Smithereens put
on a great show Saturday. (Photo by Chris Stevens)

seaweed to a pan fried filet ot
fish as well as three soups that
include spicy scallions and
beef. In addition, there is an
extensive sushi selection
available. Thus, the listing of
the marquis stating “Korean
and Japanese Cuisine.”
The sushi bar offers the
traditional favorites such as
tuna, salmon and shrimp and
more obscure presentations
such as octopus and giant
clam.
One of the appetizer standouts was called Man Du
Tukim, which are deep fried
dumplings. These are crisper
and, yet, much lighter than
their Japanese counterparts
see

page 23

(necessarily) have grat talent.”
But the idea didn’t stop there,
Eiselman pursued the idea further after leaving Wessell, ‘‘It
talked to people and they were
really enthusiastic.”
This performance developed
further into the concept of s
Senior Show with additional
conversation
between
Eiselman and Sebell. Said
Eiselman about their chat,
“She [Sue Sebell] had spoken
about the success of her high
school senior show and
then.. .” it took off from there.
Their goalfrom the outset
was to “create something
special for seniors” to bring
the class toether before senior
week and graduation. Additionally the creators of Thursday night’s program hoped to
start a tradition for future
graduating classes. Although it
remains to be seen if the
Pachyderm will need to add
“Senior Show” to its permanent glossary, this year’s show
was a rousing success.
The show was comprised of
a series of short sketches and
musical numbers which
depicted the experiences of the
Class of 1987 during our four
years at Tufts. The performance which took place in
Cousens Gym attracted a
sizable and enthusiastic crowd.
Meg Hume commented, “I
was very pleased with the turnout. Cousens Gym worked will
- much better than I’d
imagined.
Before summarizing events
leading to our upcoming
graduation, the cast presented
the audience with a
foreshadowing of Commence-

ment 1987. As a precedent for
the rest of the show the portrayal of commencement was
i p exaggerated yet truthYul ac-:
count of the event.
-Freshman year included the;
numbers, “Roommates No.
1,” “Roommates No. 2,”
“Long Lines,” “Matriculation,” “Dining Hall,” “Food,
Glorious Food,” “God, I
Hope I Lose It,” “Healh Services,” and the “Shout
Medley.”
Among
the
highlights of this segment were
a farce of Jean Mayer’s
Matriculation speech (unique
for every entering class,
copyright 1976-1987).The audience learned every statistic,
from the fact that 17 per cent
of the Class of 1987 was accepted on the basis that they
were children of alumni to the
depressing information that
upwards of 58 per cent of the
entering students would beat
his dog, Dudley, before
graduation. Another entertaining sketch involved the trials
and tribulations of gaining/losing the dreaded Freshman Fifteen and how these extra
pounds related the extra
dayslnights spent as virgins.
^.
The middle portion oi tne
program dealt with a few other
losses our class experiences in
pieces such as “Ode to Eaton
Lounge” and “Bye, Bye: Requiem to the Drinking Age.”‘
Hard hit with the disappearance of “?” Eaton Parties
(those who remember can fill
in their own descriptive adjective), we weren’t quite pleassee SENIOR, page 23
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3 Trustee Representative Positions
available for next year
-represent sta dents on one‘of the following
Trustee, Committees:
a) Administration and Finance
b) Academic Affairs
c) Development
(all students eligible, more info in the Senate office x3646)

.

3 Representation to Advisoy Committee on Budget Priorities
(Peter/Paul Committee) needed
Applications are due April 24th at 5 pm
-pick them up in the Senate ofice on the 2ndfloor of the Campus Center7hrsday and Friday, the 16th and 17th.
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NEVILLE
EISENBERG
Jewish Activist
Student
Representative
Council
National Union of
South African
Students Editor “Shinui”

STILL

LOOKING
FOR A
PLACE

Monday
April 27
Barnum 008
7:OO pm

SOUTH AFRICAN
JEWISH COMMUNITY

TO LIVE??
’ne female double is available in the
tternational House! Applicants must
pply in pairs. For more information,
mtact the International Center, 13

As Viewed Through a Jewish Activist’s
Perspective

iawyer Ave., 381-3458.

Jumbos Win One Of Three
by KELLEY ALESSI

Goodbye, Tufts
It is only too ironic, or maybe fitting, that I should begin typing this column at 5:lO Sunday afternoon, well past the “supposed” deadline for Monday’s paper. It’s nothing new for me to
be fighting deadlines, I have been doing it since I began at the
Daily way back when.
But, what makes it so ironic this time is that I have been writing
this particular column for weeks. Actually, I began writing this
column last summer, when I realized that in a year, a year that
would pass too, too quickly, I would be ending my ‘Lcareer’’at
Tufts and at the Tufts Daily.
However, though I have spent countless hours sitting here on
my bed with the stereo blaring in the background, I have never
been able to decide what I would write in my final column. Should
it be funny? Should it be sentimental like many (maybe too many)
of my columns this year? Or, shold I end the way I began, with
a scathing attack on Boston spots and a free flowing discussion
of sports from the Big Apple?
At this moment, being all too aware of the fact that I will never
again be able to say the things that I really want to say in print,
I guess sentimentaltiy is going to win out.
I had been sporfs editor of my high school newspaper, but upon
entering Tufts, was very intimidated by the thought of writing
at college, I assumed only “journa1ism”majors wrote for the
newspaper here. However, I decided to give it a shot freshman
year, and showed up at the door of the Observer. The guy I spoke
to was polite, as he took down my name, phone number and interests, but I never got a call or any type of invite. I figured that
he must have seen my application to get into Tufts and saw that
I wanted to be a Biology and not journalism major.
I didn’t give it another thought until in the middle of my
sophomore year when I wrote “Sportshorts.. .” on a whim for the
first time. They did not have Sports Forum back then, and I really
didn’t expect too much.
But, Pete Defeo, the sports editor and now Harvard Law school
student, decided to print it. And so began my career.
I was still so intimidated back then. I would take hours and
hours to write my aricles and even cared about spelling and punctuation, two things I have since forgotten (I have absolutely n idea
what a apostrophe does and why anybody would care anyway).
I used to take about 20 copies of the Daily back in those days
whenever I had an article in the edition. My how things have
changed. Now I take at least 30 copies and usually more if I like
the article.
No, I can’t say I’ve changed much since I first started writing
for this paper, and if anything I have probably regressed. For in
those days, I actually was a consciensciousstudent. I studied and
went to all my classes...
But, to be honest, it wasn’t until I met Steve Clay that I really
forgot about those other parts of college life, namely academics.. ..
Steve Clay. My partner in crime. Who else but Steve would call
me at three in the morning to discuss his all-name team for Jumbo hoops? And, who else but myself would call Steve back a half
an hour later with my own selections?
Though Steve is just a sophomore, I find myself looking up
to him all the time. Not because he is so mature (we’re probably
equally immature, I think). Not even because he is taller than
me. No, I look up to him because Steve is, in my opinion, the
best sportswriter at Tufts. Or maybe the top writer I have seen
at Tufts, period. I honestly beleive that Steve could write for the
Globe right now. I hav learned a lot about writing this year just
from reading Clay’s stuff.
I could have and probably should have written an entire column on Steve Clay and his outragious exploits, but as Steve knows
better than anyone else, if I would have written half the columns
I said I was going to, I would have had at least five columns a
day. Bye Steve, see ya’....
The Sports department became organized and almost more efficient this past semester due to the presence of one Kelley Alessi.
see GOODBYE, Page 11
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“We are really optimistic,”
stated Softball coach Dave
Caputi. “We know the only
thing that we can control is
team effort. We are playing
nice defense and hitting real
well. Despite our effort, we
can’t control wins and losses.”
Even though the Jumbos
probably played the best they
have this season this past
weekend on their road trip to
Colby and Bowdoin, the team
came away having won only
one game and dropping two.
On Friday afternoon the
Jumbos were defeated by Colby, 7-3. As Caputi explained,
four of Colby’s runs were
unearned as a result of Tufts
having some difficulty playing
on Colby’s all-grass infield.
“The ball took some funny
bounces and they capitalized
on some errors.”
However, the .Jumbos did
recieve solid hitting from captian Kathy Durga, Kelly
Burke and Nancy Reichlin, all
of whom went two-for-four
from the plate. Pitching for
Tufts was Amy Bertolaccini,
who has provided consistent
pitching all season.
The followjng day, the Jumbos travelled to Bowdoin. In
the first game of the
doubleheader, Tufts was
beaten by the Polar Bears by
a final score of 3-1. It was a
game in which the Jumbos
were simply not able to take
advantage of baserunners.
Tufts had eleven hits during
the game, but stranded fourteen runners and only managed to bring one run home.
In the seond game Tufts was
able to string together several
of their hits in order to have a
seven-run second inning. The
Jumbos managed to overcome
a 1-0 deficit in the first inning
to pull ahead 7-1, and that was
the final. Tracy Schpero was
on the mound throughout the
entire afternoon for Tufts. In
the last three games that she
has started, Schpero has allowd
only five hits (four of which
were unearned).
“Tracy was throwing very
well in both games,” informed Durga. “We stayed with
her [Tracy] in the second
game, because she was so hot
in the first,)’ added Caputi.
Defensively, the Jumbos
were very tough. One of the
highlights ‘bf the afternoon
came during [he fourth inning
of the second game. With a
runner on first, one of the
Polar Bears bunted. Christine
Marchetti came down the third
base line to cover the play .
Although there was no play at
first, the base-runner continued towards third. Catcher
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Tufts pitcher Amy Bertolaccini. (Photo by Waldek Wajszczuk)

Jennifer Hooper covered third
and made the out. It was a play
which Caputi viewed as “stopping a potentially big inning.”
Other strong performances
were given by shortstop
Meredith Wood, who according to Caputi, “was excellent
in all three games. [In addition,] Kelly Burke trackeddown a lot of balls in center
field .’’
Although Caputi admitted
that his team could have won

,

all three games this weekend,
overall he is pleased with the
squad’s effort. ‘They are going
out there and playing every
game. I think they feel good
about it.”
Durga probably summerized it best when she stated,
“We palyed well all-around.
The general attitude on the
team is better. Normally the
attitude is very positive, now it
seems more genuine.”

The Jumbo women’s softball team traveled to Harvard
yesterday in hopes of a possible stunning upset of their rivals two
“T” stops away. However, though the Jumbos may have gone in
with high hopes, their dreams were shattered, quickly, dropping
a 9-3 decision to the Crimson.
Tufts managed to break out quickly in the top of the first, as
Kathy Durga, who singled and advanced to third on Tammy
Gaines’ single, scored on a groudout to third by shortstop
Meredith Wood.
The 1-0 lead would be very short-lived, as Harvard came back
with five runs of their own off losing pitcher Amy Bertolaccini
in the bottom of the first inning.
Harvard was able to increase their lead in the second as walks
and some sloppy Tufts fielding resulted in three more runs for
the Crimson for an 8-1 Harvard lead.
The Jumbos were able to muster another rally in the top of the
seventh and final inning, but it proved to be too little too late.
Teresa Allen singled and scored on a base hit by Ellen Rideout.
Rideout then came around to score Tufts’ third and final run on
Durga’s R.B.I. single later in the inning.
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Why wait till next year?
.
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STUDENTS
AND
FACULTY
e a s i e r t h a n matching gamepieces!
Just :

Your
Books
F o r the MASSPIRG Bookswap!

This summer make
between $1200-$5500.
We are the nation's
number 1 telemarketing company
Work 17-25 hrs/week (flexible)
mornings 9:00 am-1 pm (Woburn only)
evenings 5 3 0 pm-9:30 pm (Woburn & Cambridge)
Saturdays 9:00 am-2:00 pm
& Cambridge
. (Woburn
.

CALL NOW!

WOBURN 938-1250
CAMBRIDGE 547-4002

During the f i r s t week of next semester bring i n your b o o k
Then s e t your own price and buy books from o t h e r s .
It's t o o simple t o miss and a g r e a t d e a l a l l around!

Sponsored by, TUFTS?IRG

Gain valuable experience in communications, sales and marketing. Our work helps
important nonprofit organizations including the Mass Special Olympics.
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The TCU Senate is now accepting
application for the Elections
Board.' If you want to be sure that
elections at Tufts are fair, pick up
an application at the Senate office, on the secondfloor of the
Campus Center. They are due
Tuesday, April 28 at 5:OOpm
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Women’s Lacrosse

Jumbos Deny Bobcats
Win 9-7 in Close Call
by LENNY SALTZMAN
All’s well that ends well or so the saying goes. But, for
a while, for a period that lasted
well into the second half, it appeared that the Jumbo
women’s lacrosse team was in
danger of living out a
nightmare.
Tufts, a team that entered
last week with a perfect 7-0
record and ranked third in the
nation, lost a difficult 12-11
overtime game to rival Bowdoin for the second consecutive year last Wednesday.
And for the second time in two
years, the Jumbos looked to rebound from the harsh aftereffects of such a loss by playing
a solid Bates Bobcat team.
Last year, the Jumbo team,
which could just as easily have
passed for a New England
Division I11 All-star team, just
barely held on to defeat the
upset minded Bobcats, 9-8.
However, this year, the Bobcats, with their prolific scorer

Stephanie Smith, arrived at
Tufts with a perfect 8-0 record
and looked for a win that
would score instant credibility to their questionable list of
opponents.
And it almost happened.
However, led by an awesome
display of man-to-man defense
by the Jumbos’ senior
defenseman Rachel Rosenberg
on Bates’ Smith, by the clutch
second half saves of Jumbo
goaltender Sheryl Bergstein,
and the fine play of the Jumbo attack late in the game, the
Jombos held on Saturday for
an important 9-7 win over
previously undefeated Bates.
Jumbo co-captain Cecilia
Wilcox pulled no punches
after the game when she
remarked, “We were down in
the first half. It happened last
year with [the] Bowdoin
[game].... Our confidence was
down, and we weren’t going .
into it with our usual confidence...some may call it

partners On Defensev
by LENNY SALTZMAN
In lacrosse, like in many
sports, the people who play
defense rarely recevie the glory
and headlines like those who
score the’goals and “win” the

tremendously from the help of
her defensive companions,
“First of all, they’re both SO
consistent. They are such great
leaders on the field.. .as well as
being great athletes, they are

cockiness, but we really need
it.. .in the second half, we pulled it together.”
The game began, ironically
enough, with a Stephanie
Bower goal at 2:52 into the
contest. It was Bower who had
scored the opening goal
Wednesday at Bowdoin, which
the Polar Bears had followed
up with five unanswered goals
to put the Jumbos behind
early.
And when the Bobcats
scored the next two goals
within seconds of each other at
the 8:30 mark, it seemed as if
evil spirits were lurking about
on this breezy, Spring Fling
day.
Taking matters into her own
hands, Wilcox broke Bates’
string with a goal of her own
at 9:55 to tie it up.
But Smith, who seemed to
be around the action all afternoon long, answered back
with two goals in securing a
hat trick only 11:38 into the
game. Bates continued to press
the action at this point, until
set up by some fine interception; by Rosenberg- and
sophomore Becca Knapp, the
Jumbo offense began to take
control.
Melissa Lowe scored at
18:29 and then Sarah.Richardson, who would be a force for
Tufts both defensively on
double-

-

Rachel Rosenberg, who did a standout job on Bates’ offensive star,
Stephanie Smith (Photo by Waldek Wajszczuk)

pass from Laura Manning
fi&-*;+%p&

Bobcat goalie to tie the score
at four.
The Jumbos almost went
ahead before halftime, but had
three shots hit the post of the
Bates goal and come out. One
appeared to hit the net as well
as the bottom of the post, but

that the roof might cave in on
the Jumbos. Though Bergstein
made a couple of fine saves in
the opening seconds of play,
Bates’ Kristen Wessler scored
1:40 into the half to put the
Bobcats ahead 5-4.
see WOMEN’S, Page 11

Tufts Lax Middle-buried

Nina Glass (L) and Rachel Rosenberg the backbone of the Jumbo
defense. (Photo by Waldek Wajszczuk)

games for teams. However,
despite being overshadowed by
the Jumbos’ potent offense,
Tufts defenders Rachel
Rosenberg and Nina Glass
have been an integral part of
the Jumbos’ tremendous 8-1
nationally ranked team.
As seniors on a significantly
young and inexperienced
squad, the two have played
vital roles in solidifying the
back line of he Jumbo attack.
As Tufts coach Carol Rappoli
notes, “The two are definite
leaders for the young kids, and
that makes a difference.”
Noted sophomore Becca
Knapp, who has benefitted

just smart players. They know
the game really well.”
Rosenberg, who provides
great speed at the defensive
wing position, has been a four
year starter for Tufts. Said
Jumbo captian Cecilia Wilcox
of Rosenberg’s play at the
position, “Rachel is the
epitome of a great defensive
wing. She playes against the
best- player [offensivly] in
almost every game and shuts
her down.. .Rachel is consistent in picking up the ground
balls and helps [goalie] Sheryl
[Bergstein] clear the ball so
well.”
see DEFENSE. Page 25

byLEIGH FREUDENHEIM
Two wins out of three is not
so bad considering Tufts has
just played three of the best
teams in New England (Bates,
Bowdoin and Middlebury) this
past week.
As assisant coach Duane
Ford explained after the 16-4
defeat to the powerful Middlebury Panthers, “We have
accomplished our goal. For us

to think that we can win
against three teams of this
caliber is crazy.” Then he
quipped,“we just better see
them again in the playoffs.”
And the Jumbos are in no
danger of falling short of making the ECAC playoffs.
With an 8-2 record (the
other loss to Amherst), the
Jumbos will face MIT, a team
they beat 13-10 lat year, in

Rob Willen stops a shot. (Photo by Mark Russo)

their last regular season game
today.
Before the game, Coach
Gaudiano had said, “Bowdoin
and Middlebury are the cream
of the crop. I just hope to se
a lot of positive signs.” And
‘the Jumbos had shown
positive signs - at least before
Saturday.
The Middlbury Panthers
started their rout at the 4:46
mark of the first quarter and
added another only seconds
later. At the 6:40 mark, Mike
Redden hit tri-captian Rob
Leizman for the first of his
three goals.
However, this was the last
hurrah for the Jumbos as Middlebury began dominating the
entire field. They scored nine
more unanswered goals to put
the game way out of reach,
11-1. Again, Leizman scored
and, after three more Panther
goals, Leizman scored his
third, raising the score to 14-3.
The Jumbos waited for
another two Middlebury goals
see LAX, Page 2 3
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TODAY.

The Intellectual Autobiographical Series
“LIONS OF THE LEFT”
‘‘Democracy and the Intellectual: C. Wright Mills

reconsidered

”

a lecture by Jim Miller
Newsweek book and music critic
Editor of the Rolling Stone
Illustrated History of R and R
his books include:
Democracy is in the Street: from Port Huron to the seige of Chicago 1962.
Rousseau: Dreamer of Democracy
History and Human Existence from Marx to Merleau-Ponty
3:30 p.m. Monday
Rm. 12
Miner Hall
t

,

-

‘‘Linguistics, Power, Ideology, and Dissident Politics ”

a lecture by Noam Chomsky
Pro$ of linguistics at AUT
one of the best critics of U S . foreign policy
His books include:
Political Economy of Human Rights
The Fateful Triangle
Cartesian Linguistics
Synctactic Structures
Tur ning the Tide
7:OO p.m.
Coolidge Room
Ballou Hall

sponsored by the office of the special advisor for
campus intellectual life.
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Is 32 a Record?
(Ed. Note: II is for The Daily!)
The 32 runs scored by Jumbos on Friday may or may not b
my combination of the following: A Tufts record, a New Englanl
.ecord, a national record, or simply a hell of day’s work.
After a spotty amount of research on the subject, the followin
Bcts were uncovered: Tufts scored 26 in a game in ’28 (or wa
t 28 in ’26?), an amount that was never matched before 195C
The records since 1950 on a game-by-game basis are occasionall
iard to uncover. A quick look through the files in the Sports Ir
ormation Office yesterday, though, showed no game in Jumb
iistory with a bigger tally on the Tufts side.

Baseball: After a disappointing loss to Trinity in extra inning!
on Thursday, the Jumbos bounced back this weekend in a fair11
tremendous fashion
Although the extent of the damage to the Jumbo record boo1
will not be known for a while, Tufts’ 32-10 thrashing of Colb!
on Saturday wore out both pencils and White Mule pitchers
That’s rights. Thirty-two. 3-2 (see box). The Jumbos hit si]
homeruns, capped by Tom Walsh‘s grand slam, Mike Altchek an(
Steve Centrella’s back-to-back shots, and Roger Grenier’s sol(
blast. Ond mystery of the day is how the Jumbos managed to dc
all this destruction on only 20 hits!
And even though the Jumbos only managed to score 15 run
in two games the next day, that was enough to defeat the Pola
Rears of Bowdoin twice on Saturday, thanks to the Jumbos’ grea
pitching.
The sweep was a sweet one for the Jumbos, who gave up on11
nine hits on the afternoon. Pete Beal pitched the first game fo
Tufts and went all the way in recording his third win of the yea
against only one loss, giving up only four hits in his seven inn
ings. Aided by Mike Altchek’s first homer of the year, Tuft
jumped out to a 4-0 lead after the top of the sixth had ended
The Polar Bears grabbed two runs in the bottom of the sixth of
of a tiring Beal, but the Jumbos held on for the first-game victory
Kerry Callahan picked up where Beal left off in the seconc
game, giving up only five hits in his seven innings of work. Bow
doin got some runs, but again, the Jumbos had already jumpec
on top by then, getting three in the first and two in the second
for a 5-0 lead before Bowdoin got two in the bottom of the third
And when the Jumbos scored five times in the top of the seventh
to make it 11-2, all that was left was for Callahan to nail down
his first victory of the season, which he managed to do without
much trouble.
The Jumbos will not finish their regular season until the middle of May. In the meantime, the team is scheduled to face
Brandeis, MIT, W.P.I., and Harvard.
Tennis: Gary Frank won the “A” Division at this weekend’s
N.E.S.C.A.C. Championships,leading the Jumbos to a third place
finish in the tournament, held at Amherst this weekend, This
comes as somewhat of a disappointment for the Jumbos, who were
hoping that they could defend last year’s N.E.S.C.A.C. Championship, but the squads from Williams and Connecticut College
proved too much for the Jumbos this weekend.

Another interesting sidelight was the discovery of a “Ne1
England College Division Record Book” which appeared to b
from around 1983. At that time, the record for runs by a tea1
in one game was 31 (1981, Norwich). Has that record been broke
since then? Does Tufts qualify for the “College Division” (as or
posed to a “University Division”)? Is this even still a Tufts record
Stay tuned as we attempt to answer these burning question:
In time for the eraduation issue. We Dromise.

:om Walsh’s grand slam was the highlight of Friday’s blowout of Col
y, when home plate was touched 42 times! (Photo by Adam Lesser

-

WOMEN’S LACROSSE
continued from page 9

Richardson scored to make
it 5-5, and then Wilcox took a
At 1:52, Smith appeared to
Lowe pass and scored to give
put Bates ahead 6-4 but the
Tufts
the lead by one.
referee called for a stick check
The
game was tied for the
and took the goal away, as the
fourth and final time at 9:10,
. Bobcats’ star’s stick was ruled
as Smith scored her fourth goal
to have too deep a pocket. This
of the game.
type of ruling had been a
The Jumbos took the lead
tremendous source of confor good at 11:13 as Bower put
troversy in the Jumbos’ loss to
home her second goal.
Bowdoin as a Bowdoin goal
At this point in the game,
was allowed after a Polar Bear
the Jumbo defense led by
player had pulled her strings to
Rosenberg’s ground-ball pickreduce her pocket before the
ups
and “blanket” coverage of
referee could take her stick
Smith,
thwarted all attempts to
from her.
come back in the later stage of
Bergstein came up big again
the game.
at the 3:OO mark, and then the
see
WOMEN’S LACROSSE,
Jumbos slowly began to take
page 25
control of the game.
. ~ * - . - . . * ‘, . . .
”~
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Goodbye, Tufts
continued from page 7
(It certainly wasn’t because of
myself or Steve). I would like
to think that Steve and I had
more of a corrupting effect on
Kelley than vice versa, but except for her excursion to
Amherst with me earlier this
semester, it would not be true.
But besides being organized,
Kelley made it so much fun
down at the Daily. Besides the
fact that Kelley always laughs
at my jokes (nobody else does),
she is just a tremendous person and a great friend.
Anyone wno read Kelley’s
column last week has to realize
how talented she is, and
though my never satiated ego
finds it hard to admit, Kelley
and Leigh Freudenheim
should have no problems doing as good if not. better job
next semester as sports
editors.. .
I have now passed the time
that any article could possibly
be handed in, but I still have
so much I want to say and so
many people I want to thank
(the deadline for personals was
hours ago so there’s no way I
can do in its proper fashion). ...
To everyone at the Daily at one time or another, I’ve
debated, fought and argued,
with every single one of you\
(and sometimes with all of you‘
at once). I guess I’ve fought
with you becuase that’s what
families are supposed to do. -1
really care. Good luck to all of
you.. .
To Chris Stevens and
Waldek Wajszczuk....You guys
have been nothing short of
amazing. The sports departmept and myself will never
forget you for going out of your
way for us so many times.
Thanks guys....
To Amanda, Jacqui, Jerry
and Pete.. .Friends for four
years and counting. You guys
are what’s making leaving so
difficult ...
To Marion (Mom), Dave
Kelley, Pete Kearin, Eileen
Badger.. ..and so many
others ...I didn’t realize I’d
have friends outside of my normal social circles. Thanks.. .
To the members of some of
Tufts greatest teams, on and
off the courts, I hope you all
realize what a special thing you
have going for you. I have
become close with many teams
here, and at times have maybe
tried to get too close...It’s only becasue I envy all of you for
the special type of bond that
the members of a close team
can form. I really can’t put it
in words, but many of you
must know...
To all the production staff
I’ve ever given a liard time,
thank you. And especially Sue
Shefts. I don’t see you often
see GOODBYE, page 26
.1*......1..--...-..._..
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IN REVIEW

SEMESTER

,
An alleged assault on student activist Ian Kremer sparked not
only a week of anti-racism protests and awareness programs, but
also significant controversy after the veracity of his account was
questioned. Witnesses testified that they were painting the cannon at the time Kremer said he was assaulted and neither saw
nor heard anything that would indicate an assault was taking place.
Tufts President Jaean Mayer stated publicly on February 24 that
the alleged attack did not occur, and the university has since
brought disciplinary charges against Kremer for “misrepresenation” of the allleged assault.
Kremer responded by filing a lawsuit agianst Meyer, the Tufts
Police, and the Tufts Daily for defamation of character, citing a
Daily editorial entitled “Deception.”

Rallies around the academic quad, with an estimated 1400
students, faculty and administrators, demonstrated the Tufts com.
munity’s abhorrence of racism and prejudice in any form at Tufts
or elsewhere.

-

\

,-

Tufts President Jean Mayer joined
10,000 anti-racism marchers in Forsythe County, Georgia in February, and
returned to Tufts with a call for a “Day
of Reflection,” held on February 24, in
the midst of the controversy surrounding an allegedly racially/politically
motivated assault of a student on
campus.

SEMESTER IN
REVIEW

The past semester has seen Tufts on the forefront of national
awareness programs for AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases, including an AIDS awarenss day, a contest in whihc
students tried to guess the number of condoms in a jar, selling
condoms in the campus bookstore, and now installing condom
dispensers in dormitory bathrooms.
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SEMESTEI

After controversy during the fall semester eliminated the
undergraduate program of the Boston School of Occupational
Therapy and neighbors’ complainst removed the Alpha Epsilon
Phi fraternity from its house at 6-8 Capen Street, a touch of irony
:mrged when the university announced it had purchased the
former AEPi residence to house an expanded BSOT graduate
program.

Tufts contined its campus expansion with the purchase of the
Acme Printing building at 4 Colby Street, which will become a
new science and technology center. In addition, renovations began
this semester on Cohen Auditorium, the first step in the creation
of a new arts complex at Tufts. Phase I1 of the campus center,
to house the Barnes and Noble bookstore, neared completion at
the end of the semester, and is expected to be ready for the Fall
1987 semester.

IN

REVIEW

Citing educational and financial issues, the Faculty of Arts and
Scinecs voted to eliminate the part-time study option beginning
with the class of 1990, acting on recommendations for the studentfaculty E$ucational Policy Committee and the Peter-Paul
Committee.

Tufts embarked on a 5-year, $250 million capital campaign inFebruary, with the funds expected to be used to expand Tufts’
endowment and financial aid, expand and improve Wessell
Library, and fund other camms construction.

The Women’s Basketball team proved to be quite a Cinderella
squad as the group of ten freshmen and four returing players won
the NIAC Championsips in February. Tufts made it thorugh the
first round of the tournament with an overtime victory against
Wheaton and, ater falling behind 10-0 to Amherst in the finals,
came back to win the championsip, 80-74. The Jumbos finished
their season with a 19-3 record, which set a record for the
Women’s Basketball program record. The team was led in scoring and rebounding all season by co-captian Linda Amoroso,
whose 1,008 career points makes her Tufts’ second all-time scorer.

.f
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SENIOR
WOMEN

“WANNA MAKE A
MOVIE?
1
I

I
I

I
I

Join Tufts University Pictures and
gain experience in film making
- di recti ngg, writing
acting
.
etc.. .
All Areas of Production Welcome

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Informational Meeting Tonight 7

1

Pm

Basement of W lson House
C a I I-Steve

I
I

776- 6055 C h r i s
623-7649

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

I

Emergency testprep
help for the-hnmhent
-

Brandeis University
Early Music Consorts

Northeastern University
Early Music Players

Sarah Mead. direcror

Julia Griffin. director

Tufts University
Early Music Ensembles
Sheila Beardslee. director
\

1
q

As you see below, the exams will be here before
you know it. And if your vital signs include sweaty
palms,a somersaultingstomach,and shaky legs,you
ne& help-fast.
Check into a Kaplan center. Our test-taking
techniquesand educationalprogmms have helped
lower the pressure and boost the scoringpower and
confidence of over one million students. We even
havecompadclassessoyoucanbereadyforthis
fall’sexams.
So if yo& getting ill thinkingabout the W,
m,
or GFE, call Kaplan.W’l1give you all the
“mentalmedicine”you need. And a lot of
intensive care.

Exiles at Home:
Catholic Music in Protestant -England
Works of
Byrd, Tallis. Dowland, Ferrabosco and Dering

Goddard Chapel
Tufts University, Medford
Tuesday;April 28 at 8 pm
Free
381-3564

1

1I

I

LSAT 6/15 GMAT 6/20 GRE 616

1

There’s still time! Enroll here, transfer free to over
€20 centers nationwide.
Boston 266-TEST

Cambridge 661-6955
Newton Centre 244-2202
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Tufts Life
Best Reason to Come to
Tufts: The Liberal
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Dorm Life
Best Hall Sport: Golf, you can
use the whoke dorm

t

Worst Tufts Tra
annual tuition in
Best place to play on ca
No. 1, Kids’ Day
No. 2 , The quad on a sunny
afternoon
Worst place to play on campus: The railroad tracks
Best Place to Advertise on
Campus: The cannon, despite
the hours
Worst Place to Advertise on
Campus: the billboard, which
is across from the cannon, if
you haven’t noticed
Best Time Block: 3 block, .
9:30 Mon., 10:30 Tues. and
Thurs.
Worst Time Block: Fri. morning, 8:05 extended block
Best Bathroom on Campus:
By Barnum 008
Worst Bathroom on Campus:
Curtis Hall
..

useful

Dorm-

round When You
seful Item: Bed.

Best Aspect of Dorm Life:
Late-night bulls--t sessions
Worst Aspect of Dorm Life:
No. 1, Fire drills
No. 2, Lost or stolen laundry

Best Dining Hall Food: Tuna
fish, good mayo to tuna ratio,
it can be flavored to taste

Worst Dining Hall Food: A
tough one to pin down, we had
to choose the general category
of anything in a “pot pie” format. It may run, but it can’t
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.‘*Favoritemixed drinks

CAMPUS s1JRVEY

Winter

Percentage
Votes.

Percentage

Votes

White Russian
Kahlua & Cream (or milk)
Jack Daniels & Water ,

Gin & Tonic
Sea Breeze
.

Black Russian
Amaretto & Orange Jui
Dark & Stormy
Hurricane
Whiskey Sour
Mamosa
Apricot Sour
White Russian
Rum, Orange Juice, Cranberry
Juice, 7-up, and Raspberry

,

20.4
13.5
9.6
7.7
6.8
6.5
5.9
5.1
4.6
4.0
3.8
2.6
2.3
1.7
1.3
1.0

0.9
0.6
0.5
0.4.
0.3
0.3
0.2

1.

Best drink to impress a date:
Scotch & Soda

Worst Drink: Vodka and
Lemonade

Arts
Majors at Tufts

Studying Tactics
Best time to study: For normal nights, 10 p.m:midnight
is the best roll. For allnighters, 3-6 a.m. (with a 16cup percolator) because
everyone is asleep, no good
movies are on T.V. ,and no bad
movies either.

Worst place to study on campus: The Reserve Room.
Though you say every night
that you are going to study
there, you know damn well
why you’re really going.

‘

Best way to beat a deadline:
Hand in a paper you wrote last
year, work on your real paper
all day, call the p~ofesssorat 9
p.m. saying “I can’t believe it,
I accidently gave you the paper
for my History class, the real
one is right here on my desk.
I’ll bring it to YOU tonight. Oh,
well, all right. Tomorrow,
then, first thing...”

\

Best Rock Band Name:
Busload of Nuns

Most Popular Majors at Tufts
(in order of popularity)

class Of ‘87 (2nd majors included)

class Of ’86 (2nd majors
included)

Economics
Political Science
History
English
International Relations
Biology
Psychology

Economics
International Relations
Political Science
English
History
Psychology
Biology

I

Worst place to have a class: East 15, the bottom floor, no
windows, no escape.

Worst Rock Band Name:
Scraping Foetus off the Wheel

Best Movie Theater: Harvard
Square, upstairs - it’s like going to a planetarium, and they
have good movies.

1

Worst Movie Theate.r:
Somerville 13 - a generic
supermarket

Best Movie(s) This Year: Platoon, Blue Velvet

Worst Movie: Over the Top armwrestling just ain’t exciting

Best Boston Comedian: Tony
V. - “Opportunity knocked.
I was just too lazy to answer
the door.”
\.
Worst time to study: “Well,
the test isn’t until one, so I’ll
wake up at 6, study ’till 9...”
Sorry, uh-uh.

Best place to study on campus’: Fletcher library, if you
have the security clearance.

Worst Boston Comedian:
Steve Sweeny - “You want
me to say pahk the cah in
Hahvahd Yahd. What are YOU,
RETAHDED?
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The Tufts Daily Pizza-Off
Because pizza eating iS such
a complex and important
category, we decided it calls for
special attention. We gave it
more than attention. We gave
it an entire night of gorging.
And of eruditely criticizing, of
course.
Five of the most commonly
consumed products were included in the poll: Andrea’s,
Domino’s, Espresso’s ,Somerville House of Pizza, and
Tufts’ own Campus Center.
Fourteen Daily editors filled
out rating sheets as they ate. It
was ugly, but it’s done. And
without further ado, the winners are:
Best Appearance: Domino’s,

Best Taste: Domino’s, they
said, including one comment
of “tangy.”
Farthest-from Best Taste:
Andrea’s, although one editor
rated it a “5,” the highest.
Least Greasy:
dominates again.

A o s t Greasy: Andrea’s.
“This slice is swimming in it,”
one sheet stated.
Best Cheese Sby-on-ness (an
important categoy): Domino’s
stayed.

the prettiest by far.

Worst Appearance: Somerville, a far way to go.

Worst Cheese Stay-on-ness
(also called the stretch and fall
off factor): Somerville House

Best Doodles
Once upon a time, the Arts Editors,
Suzanne and Devi, decided to reach out to
the untapped art on Tufts campus. They
knew that students had the ability, even the
desire. What they needed was the acclaim.
So, for the Best and Worst issue, the Daily ran a competition. Their ad asked all
doodlers to submit their best work. We promised to run the best.
But we ran into a problem. No one
entered. Those flowers, faces, and geometric
figures remained shut in everyone’s
notebooks. Unseen.
Then one day, five entries came in. What
happened? Oh yes, it was the last day of the
contest. We understood perfectly. We know
all about deadlines. All too well.
With our new-found empathy with the
doodlers, we entered upon the arduous task
of picking the winners. There were funny
cartoons, obscene jokes, and intricate drawings. After much deliberation, two winners
were picked:

Best Drawing: Danny Meyer. The architecture is incredible, but
even better are the PS 31 notes it came on. Thanks for giving
them to us, Dan, but do you need your notes for the final?

Got Your Own Opinions of What’s Good and Not so Hot
at

Tufts

Write about them for the Daily’s Comencement Issue.
Submissions are due by May 10, in the Daily office
(basement of Curtis Hall).
Best Funny Cartoons: Ron Greenberg. Well-drawn and funny.
We liked ’em.
. . . .
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Best Days to be a Jumbo Fan
(recent memory)
1. Tufts 14, Amherst 0 (foot-

ball - fall '85). The Miracle
in Medford.

2. Women's Soccer N.I.A.C. Champions - fall
'85. in a shootout, no less.

(basketball - winter '85).
This E.C.A.C. first-round loss
was the first, and most heartbreaking, of all the ones that
would follow in the next few
years.

5. Observer (a lot), Daily (not
many) - softball '86. The
upset of the century.
A

T e f f Rinnmyr 3TtPmnt

fnr

fourth no-hitter (baseball Qnrino 'R6) T h e nncked field,
fastball.

'

1 innino

Controversy, more heartbreak.

3. Tufts 80, Amherst 74
(Women's basketball - 1987).
Ending a year of success with
the . program's
first
..

3. Amherst 67, Tufts 65
(basketball - winter '86). The
night it looked like the hex
would evaporate.

The loss in extra innings

Best College Radio Station:
WERS - Easily the most
listenable college radio station.
This station, which comes out
of Emerson, features smooth
talking. Drofessional D.T.s and

.

.

s
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SUMMER JOBS IN MASSACHUSETTS
earn $200-%300per week
with

MASSACHUSETTS
Join the state's largest citizen ~cftiunorgirnizcltion's
fidruising and community outreach mfi
Hold public officials arcountabk on such issues as
Health care

Housing

The Enviroment

<

SUW~XHOUB:3 : 4 5 ~ ~ - 1 0 :Mon-F~i
W~~
Call or write fundraising director today !!
In Boston: (617)654-9000,20
East St., Boston MA, 021 11

-A C S
American Chemical Society
End of the Year

BARBECUE

FORMULA FOR YOUR FUTURE!

TA of the Year Award
to be presented
I

Lots of

-

FOOD

Your college degree plus Air Force ROTC participation equals
a commission as an Air Force officer. It's our formula for success.
The Air Force needs bright young men and women who are
majoring in many engineering and scientific fields.
Air Force ROTC offers 2- through 4-year scholarships that can
help offset the high costs of a college education, plus you'll
receive $100 per academic month for living expenses. After
graduation and 'completion of Air Force ROTC, you'll be an Air
Force officer - with, responsibilities working in a high-tech
environment with modern equipment. The Air Force can put you
and your degree to good us.e right away.
Find out more about Air Force ROTC and what it holds for your
future by contacting:
,

I

Lots of

FUN

Outside Pearson starting at 1 pm
April 28 Tuesday

M a j o r Simeon B. T u b i g
AFROTC D e t 365
M I T , Rm 20E-111
Cambridge MA 02139-4309
( 6 1 7 ) 253-4475

c

LEADERSHIPEXCELLENCESTARTSHERE
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SENIOR

continued from page 5
ed with the promises for the
sophisticated uses planned for
our newly erected Campus
Center. To make matters
worse, the Class of 1987 found
itself split down the middle
upon the rise of the drinking
age. Of course, those of us
born before June 1, 1965 had
the last laugh and managed to
leave
their
licenses
untampered.
Other sketches that followed included “Heartland,”
“Totally Flipped Over Bart”

(a spoof on college infatuations), the painful “The
Resume” and “Stanley
Kaplan,” and the realistic rendition of the 3:OO a.m. “Fire
Alarm,” with half the
members of the ensemble
entering the stage more than
less undressed. Commenting
on these anecdotes, senior Lori
Bannister stated, “1 thought it
was good because I could
relate to so many things but I
thought
someone
in
“Heartland” should have had
their pajamas on.”

page twenty-three

. The final segment of the
Senior Show was highlighted
by the crowd pleasing guest
appearance of Jay’s own Perry.
This representation of a not so
early Sunday morning brunch
showed students in various
stages of Saturday night
recovery, lasting, of course,
through the day and into the
early evening. Next, four worried seniors lamented over
, their lack of dates for the eminent Senior Gala (May 10 for
all of you who are still
wondering).

Lastly, the finale, a rendition
of “And We Were” brought
the entire cast on stage wearing assorted Tufts garments.
This union of the cast
members created a feeling of
senior spirit and enthusiasm to
the close of the show. Noticing
this sentiment during this
number and throughout the
show commented senior Jacqueline Kelley, “The part that
I liked the best was that
everyone really looked like
they
were
enjoying
themselves .’ ’

Eiselman’s comments regarding the success of the show
were, “I’m still sort of overwhelmed.. . I really am amazed, everything just clicked ...
The people in the show, people working on it, and audience.. . somehow the idea in
October really materialized.”
Seniors Devi Ben-Zeev and
Lenny Saltzman agree Senior Show truly came
together and was a hit!! Our
congratulations to a good start
for a great new tradition.

.ties, to pumping almost an entire semester’s tuition in
quarters into Pac-man pinball,
to rapping to the Beastie Boys
at 120 decibels, to seeing
stupid schlocky horror
moviews about homicidal
heavy metal headbangers from
hell, to suite hockey games turning into suite wrestling matches, to orderng our 91st pizza and taping the boxes on our
ceiling in Wran Hole (sic.), to
marathon computer games, to

imitating 1000 different cartoon
characters
(Fat
Albert ...y ou like a teacher in
the summer...no class), to taking 87-hour study breaks, this
(is one big run-on sentence)
has been the greatest year of
my life thanks to him.. .and
I’m gald I did it.
Sadly, however, due to the
rising costs of higher eduation,
he’s unable-to return to Tufts.
I’m going to miss him. Now,
as I sit here all misty-eyed and

being sentimental, I remember
that Huey Lewis (no,
ing tickets)
that we loved
so
much
and
I
think...Yes...yes....it is true.**.
I do want a new drug**.no,
not what I meant to
say..* yes,
I am hap’
py to be stuck with you. Good
luck and happiness
Humper* Stay
I never had any roommates
like I did when I was a
freshman Jumbo.
does
anyone?

ROOMMATE
continued from page 3
Tofu by all Malnutritioned
People
(T.C.l?W.C.T.B.A.M.l?).” Or
maybe he is Jean Mayer’s long
lost relative from Atlanta or
something. After all, several
people have met his halfbrother Oscar, the reputable
salami and baloney king of
Brooklyn, New York. No...it
can’t be any of those. He’s just
probably Satan.
On August 28, 1986, I arriv-

ed at my room and found a
note on my bed from my
roommate which read as
follows: “Hey dude, get ready
to party! Chris.” My life has
not been the same since.
What followed was a
perpetual roller-coaster ride of
mayhem and madness.. Frommidnight reggae-jam sessions
with empty beer mugs in order
to deliberately disturb the
“music connoisseur” living
above us, to private rum par-

‘

RESTAURANT
continued from page 5
. known as gyoza. Four large
dumplings are served for two
dollars. The prices for the
other appetizers from two to
five dollars for the steak tartar.
The main course selections
are divided into categories
which include seafood, beef,
pork, poultry, stews, noodles
and vegetable.
The beef rolls, which were
similar
to
Japanese
negamiyaki, were ten large size
circular chunks of beef stuff-

SCIENCE
continued from page 3
In doing so, she hopes to gain
enough knowledge to
a certain type of drug specific
for cancer mitochondria to
treat cancer patients. Most
drugs used for the treatment of
cancer today are targeted
towards inhibiting D.N. A.
replication. Rapidly dividing
cells such as cancer cells cannot divide without DNA
replication; however, these
drugs also inhibit the replication of some normal types of

ed with scallions and served
with a dark sauce. Also offered
was San Juk which is a Korean
Shish-,Ke Bab. This dish was
disappointing in portion size
as well as taste, lacking a
distinctive flavor in addition to
being slightly too dry. This
was more than made up for by
an outstanding Sweet and Sour
Pork dish (Tank Su Yuk). The
portion was extremely large
and the sauce contained
pineapple, carrots, sweet peppers and onions which engulf:

growing.
rapidly dividing cells in the
Based on the knowledge that
human body. These cells inthe interior of the mitochonclude those in the bone mardria and the cell both have a
row and those lining the gut.
negative charge and that tumor
Recently, one of ill^'^
graduate students worked on . cells have a greater negative
selecting a chemotherapeutic
potential, the drug was chosen
drug targeted specifically at
since it contained a positive
charged
moiety. Upon admitochondria of cancer cells
only. Theoretically, inhibiting
ministration, the positive
charged drug would be atthe mitochondria of cancer
.
tracted to the inside ofthe cell
cells,
the cancer
would
not produce
ATPcells
and would
and then to the inside of the
mitochondria. Since normal
COnSeqUentlY not reCieVe the
mitochondria have a lesser
necessary energy to continue
negative charge, than tumor

EATING
continued from page 3
the solution - how do we remain thin and sexy, and eat ice
cream and other junk? Well,
the only solution seems to be
to binge and then purge - by
self-induced vomiting. iaxatives, diuretics, etc. This is
the danger. 10 to 30 percent of
all college women suffer from
eating disorders such as these.

’

ed the pork. There is plenty of
extra sauce which can by used
as a tasteful accompaniment to
the rice provided with each
meal.
The chicken cutlet was enjoyable but not as interesting
as many of Shilla’s other offerings. The Kimchi Jee Gae was
an extremely hot and spicy
dish that sears the tongue like
Thai red peper dishes. This
dish is a stew made of pork
and cabbage in a casserole with
bean curd.

Fox recommended that
treatment by friends and family take the form of’caring;
plain and simple. Along professional lines, howeer, Fox attempts to treat such eating
disorder victims by using
behavioral, psychologiical and
even movement therapies. But
to nip these problems in the
bud is, of course, far better.

LAXfrom

continued
page 9
before Jon Koffler scored on a
pass from Rodney Harrison.

For those who desire milder
dishes that do not emphasize
meat, a good choice is Bi Bim .
Naeng Myon which is vermicel1i”noodfeswithan assortment of vegetables covered
with sesame oil and a small
amount of sliced beef. Less interesting, and more expensive,
were the deep fried oysters
which wre a little too dry even
with the complementing
sauce.
T h e strenghths of the
restaurant are the exten-

mitochondria, the tumor
would be mostly contained
within the mitochondria of
cells.
onemore project of the professor is the effect Of hibernation on the mitochondria.
Another graduate student of
Aprille’s was able to determine
that mitochondria were actively suppressed in ground squirrelS during hibernation.
Although
the
exact
mechanisms of change in
mitochondria are not known,
the changes are specific and

when they took them. The majority of-the time they kept
passing in front of the Middlebury net until they lost the

I

siveness of the menu choices,
the uniqivness of the dishes
and the attentiveness of the
staff W!IO are willing to explain
the intricacies- of the less
familiar dishes. The prices are
reasonable, ranging form six
dollars for each of the stew
dishes to ten dollars for the
beef and seafood choices.
Shilla represents one of the
more unique and comfortable
options that are affordable to
the collegiate diner.

controlled.
All of the projects described
above have obvious interest
and uses, and for this reason
Aprille receives funding from
the
Institutes Of
and private foundsHowever, a great
Of
the professor’s time is
‘y ’pent in researching the normal behavior and function Of
the variuos components Of the
mitochondria. The basic
understanding of normal funcis imperative to study abOne
normalities; Otherwise
cannot distinguish between
_-the diseased and normal states.

-
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MARCH

continued from page 1
the appearance oi protesors
form national labor parties
“lent credibiltiy to the
movement.’’
‘‘They were opposed to it
ton. and that’s the bottom

line,” she added.
Addressing the crowd at the
Capitol, civil rights leader
Jesse Jackson condemned
apartheid, South Africa’s
system of legal racial separation, as “morally wrong, sin-

ful, ’and ungodly,” according
to the Boston Globe.
“Every moral and ethical
hnperative that made US say no
to Hitler and the Third Reich
niusf make US say no to Botha
and the Fourth Reich,”

Monday, April 27, 1987

,

Jackson stated, referring to the
President PW.Botha of South
Africa.
“We can have peace, but we
‘must have leadership that’s intelligent, alert, agressive and
awake,” Jackson added.

“We are very dissatisfied
with the government policies,’’
Somerville Union Organizer of
the United Auto Workers Joan
Bailey stated, according to the
Globe. “With President
Reagan I couldn’t think of a
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DEFENSE
from

continued
page 9
Coach Rappoli also had high
praise for her senior defensive
star.
“Rachel had an excellent,
excellent year. She gets to the
ground balls and denies better
than anyone on the team,” said
the Tufts coach.
And, said Glass of her ‘partner on defense,’ “I think she
has developed into a great
defensive and all-around
player. She is willing to take a
chance and attack upfield, and
she has gotten a lot faster.
Glass also noted that the two

have learned to play well
together over the years.
“I have played with her long
enough to know where she’s
going to be and what she is going to do,” explained Glass.
Glass, who played JV her
first season has been a two year
starter for Tufts, but at times
has been overshadowed by
some of the Jumbos’ premier,
performers over the years. .
Said coach Rappoli,’ ‘Nina
has been asked to do some
things that we had never ask:
ed her to do previously. We
have asked her to deny, and to

DISPENSERS
from
continued
page 1
Revenue generated by the
machines is expected to be used for their maintenance, and
for the university AIDS education program.
The Advisory Committee on
Health Education stated,”We
have embarked on an AIDS
education program and are
considering ways we can reinforce in prcatical ways what we
teach students about reducing
the risk of AIDS as the consequence of their choice to be
sexually active.”
Officials have focused on
educating the Tufts community about AIDS through lectures, literature, and audiovisual materials. April 8 was
designated as AIDS Awareness
Day.
Tufts President Jean Mayer,
at a press conference last
month, said he is “beginning

come all the way up to midfield at times... She has been
a stabilizing force for us
defensivly.’ ’
Added Wilcox, “Nina has
really come into her own this
year. She had a great year last
year, but may have been overshadowed by Martha [Doherty, an All-American performer
on defense for the Jumbos].
She is dominating back there.
Peopel don’t realize how good
she is at making people better
players. She has helped Becca
tremendously [for example].”
And, like Glass, Rosenberg

had very positive things to say
about her co-defenseman.
“I have confidence in her,
no matter who she is on. She
gets a lot of interceptions in
the critical area [in front of the
goal].’’
Though the two may have
different
styles,
with
Rosenberg being more involved in getting to loose balls and
bringing the ball up the field,
and Glass being more of the
last line of defense before the
goalie, Tufts’ two senior standouts share a common love for
the game and a common pride

in being a part of the Jumbateam.
Explained Glass, “I think
the whole idea that we’re playing on one of the top Division
I11 teams in the country is
amazing.” .
And Rosenberg: “Playing
on such a great team and being an integral part of it is the
highlight of my four years.”
One thing is sure, with the
great help and influence that
Rosenberg and Glass have had
on the Jumbo defense, they
just may play an integral part
in Tufts’ success even after
they graduate this May.

of condoms is “still risky
business,” Father Michael
Hunt said “unit1 people realize
behavior is the problem, I
think there is going to be terrible tragedy.”
He questions the degree of
safety condoms provide against
iofection from AIDS.
Student Lynda Ortler, president of Tufts Christian
Fellowship, said she “has not
come to a clear stand” on the
issue. She said that while
premarital sex is wrong, she
does not want people to die
from AIDS.
‘1 have not taken a strong
stand on either side as to
whether condom machines

promote promiscuity,’’ Ortler
stated.
Knable said the proposal
was originated by Director of.
Health Services Dr. George
Rizzone, Sturtevant, and
herself as “an appropriate
response to AIDS,” and as a
way “to make practical the
kinds of information we were
dispensing.’ ’
Sturtevant commented that
the installation of condom
dispensers creates a climate of
anonymity and comfort. Many
students, she added, are not
comfortable going to health
services or to their physicians
for birth control.
‘&Thebottom line is

talking about creating a situation where people can elect to
take preventative measures,”
Sturtevant said.
“It sounds like Tufts, with
its famous concern for health,
is taking the lead here,” Dartmouth College New Director
Alex Huppe said of the condom plan.
Dartmouth
achieved
notoriety this year when it
made “safe sex kits,” containing condoms, availiable to its
students at registration, he
said.
The issued
.
. of
condom
..
dls~ensershas been discussed
at Dartmouth, Huppe added.
“A lot of college and universities are considering it.”

~.

to be more inclined to favoring
the idea” of placing condoms
in university bathroom. “The
situation is serious enough to
warrant that step,” he stated,
adding that he has given the.
issue “quite a bit of thought.”
“Some people have objections to that,” he commented,
“but some people have objections to cigarette machines.”
Reaction from the chaplaincy is also positive, but with
some reservations.
“When you look at the
health risks and the fact that:
we may be facing an epidemic
with sexually - transmitted
diseased and AIDS,” university Chaplain Scotty McLennan said Friday, “it seems

‘

6
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continued- from
- page 11
Commented Bergstein, “1
thought that after the first 15
minutes [of the game], the
defense did a great job of deWUNTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
nying the ball. They came
together and kept the number
ScholarshipsAvailable for
of shots to a minimum.”
Superior Students to Study and
And when the Bobcats were
able to get off shots, Bergstein
came up with the saves,
especially in the latter stages of
the second half.
Said Jumbo coach Carol
Rappoli, “I think Sheryl
should have had a few of the
free position [shots] but other
than that she had some nice
saves.’ ’
Students may earn up to six semestercredits (three in
Wilcox put Tufts up 8-6 at
Summer) inAcademicintemshipswithaddedcredits
17:45 with her third goal of the
for courses in Politics, Journalism,Economics, Law
game and her ninth hat trick
in nine games this season.
and International Relations.
Bates tried unsuccessfully to
Credits arc trvlsferred through
mount an attack over the next
Hampden-SydneyCoUege, founded in V i a by
three minutes but again,
JamesMadison in 1776.
Bergstein and the Jumbo
defense held.
smJDYAT0xE;nRD
Then, in one of the most
dazzling plays of the season so
Students may also apply to study for one or
t w o ~ a t ~ d ~ U e g e s o f O ~ & r c i U n i ~ e r s i t y . far, the Jumbos brought the
ball up a la the Celtics fast
Gz;lduates*isanoptio~
break offense, and when Jen
Lee hit Laura Manning with a
For more information, please consult your
pass
that Manning converted
Overseas Study Advisor and write to:
into the hoop (or goal, as it
WashingtonInternational Studies Center
were), the Jumbos enjoyed
Room 7l3A,901 Sixth Street, S.W.
their biggest lead of the game
Washington, DC 20024
with 22:15 left. And, as has
(301)927-0747
been customary all season
long, Lee and Manning, Tufts’
their use.”
Stating that sex with the use

I

INTERN
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3

Ro7
Terrific Transfers, touched
sticks after the goal in a form
of a “T.”
Smith escaped from
Rosenberg’s shadow at 24: 15
to score again but it was much
too little, much too late, and
the Jumbos prevailed 9-7.
Rappoli noted after the
game, “I was pleased that they
were able to keep their composure when it was 9-6.”
The Jumbos coach was also
happy with the play of several
of her players including
Rosenberg, Richardson and
Bower.
On her unenviable task of
keeping Smith in check,
Rosenberg said after the game,
“I knew that I had to keep
Stephanie in check. I had to
stay with her the whole time.
Before the game, we knew they
were going to,go to her.”
Said h w e , “Bates had only
one girl, and Rachel did an
awesome job of containing her.
We weren’t going to let what
happened at Bowdoin happen
again.. .Carol told us to settle
down and play our game at
halftime, and we did.”
With Bates out of the way,
the now 8-1 Jumbos face Connecticut College in the regular
season finale today at Conn.
College. The Jumbos then
hope for a probable home bid
in the E.C.A.C. tournament in
the coming weeks.

Jumbo Notes: Adding to the
almost drama-like atmosphere
of the game was the tremendous dichotomy of the jumbo
bench. On one end, standing
as they have all season long
. were the Jumbo substitutes, all
of whom were freshmen and
unfamiliar with last year’s contest or past circumstances in
Tufts lax. And, on the other
end of the bence were a group
that could form a Who’s Who
in Jumbo lax history, including members of last years
“All Star” team. Back to cheer
the Jumbos on included, Lisa
and Nancy Stern, Martha
Doherty (an All American last
year), and Mary Halliday.. ..
Wilcox now has 41 goals on
the season, one why of last
year’s total and 14 short of the
Tufts single season scoring
record.. .. Richardson has 20
goals for Tufts, and b w e is
the Jumbos’ third leading
scorer with 19 gods in only her
first season. Manning has
come back with three goals in
her last two games after missing five games due to a knee
injury.

-
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SANCTUARY
continued from page 1

TUESDAY NIGHT
!

AT THE PUB

I

LIVE MUSIC
feahr inw

But Buonomo said he
believes the I.N.S.’s determination of refugees that merit
asylum is too narrow.
T h e resolution, passed
before a crowd of 50-60 at a
weekly city Board . o f
Aldermen meeting, supports
the Moakley-Deconcini Bill,
before Congress, which would
grant political asylum to

refugees from South American
nations, as well.
Alderman at Large Vincent
Ciampa, who. cast the lone
dissenting ‘vote, said it is
philosophically wrong to tell
city employees doing their jobs
to violate federal I.N.S. laws
by “turning their backs on all
they see.” This could, he continued, create health problems
in city dwellings, and violate

NEW ENGLAND
3

TRAIN TO G A I N
EMPLOYABLE SKILLS

* 40 HACOMPREHENSIVETRAINING
* 1 WK DAY 6 2 WK EVE CLASSES

216A OLDER
I

POSITIVE 1.D.

rules and regulations “that
need to be fGllowed” in the
school system, in that citizens
need to show proof of residency to enroll their children, he
maintained.
On a more national scale,
Ciampa asserted, “This nation
can only open its arms to so
many people.” He voiced his
support for a Boston I.N.S. official, speaking at a public
,hearing last month, who said
there is unrest in 50 nations in
the world.
In any case, Ciampa added,
the resolution “is not going
anywhere,” because there is
not weight behind it. “In two
weeks it will be forgotten,” he
comented.
Nineteen cities, including
Cambridge and Brookline, as
well as the state of Wisconsin,
have declared themselves
localities of sanctuary for Central American refugees.
Sommerville Congregation
Havurat Shalom became the
first Jewish congregation in
New England to provide sanctuary to a refugee.
Sanctuary is a “very important symbolic act for us to say
that America remains a refuge
for people in trouble,” Tufts
Rabbi Jeffrey Summit said last
week.
Buonomo urged other communities nationally to join the
sanctuary movement “so the
U.S. may serve as a friend to
the suff&*&g“

Attention Tufts Students:
Summer Tour Guides Needed!!
If you are going to be on campus this summer,
looking to earn money ($$) and want to
promote Tufts, then tourguiding is for you. If
interested please stop by the admissions office
(3rd floor Ballou Hall) and fill out an
application
Give campus tours, you could change
someone’s life.
Note:
. . Campus housing can be arranged if interested in
arriving on campus twoweeks before classes begin
in September.
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'LASS IFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS

LEAVE THE DRIVING m ' S U B L E T LIKE NO OTHER

L O S T G O L D 'MEN'S
RING. RIGED FACE, N O
INITIALS. LOST ON MORNING O F APRIL 7th IN
VICINITY O F EATON 206.
GREAT SENTIMENTAL
VALUE! REWARD OFFERED!! PLEASE CALL
ANYTIME,
DAY OR
NIGHT. JACK 623-8352.
LOST L.L. Bean book bag
navy with gray stripe) from
Latin Way basketball courts.
Arc very important to me. If
you want the bag, please just
leave its cuntents in paper bag
by Wessel circulation desk. Or
call Devin at 629-2372.
I

LOST: L.L. Bean book bag
(navy with gray stripe) from
Latin Way basketball courts.
Are very important to me. If
you want the bag, please just
leave its contents in paper bag
by Wessel circulation desk. Or
call Devin at 629-2372.
LOST a small yellow Chinese
. purse with silver and pink earrings inside. Ldst Friday. Call
Charlotte at 862-7971
Lost - Blue Jean Jacket, Lost
late last week. If found, please
call Jonathan 628-1422.

.:-

LOST LOST LOST
1 set of 4 keys with large
BRASS "N" call 628-5314
Ask for Suneet.

Wanted
Any girls in a dorm willing to
swap rooms for a very large
double in Richardson close to
full kitchen, bathroom and
laundry. Call Laura 776-8772
or Beth 623-0998

SUMMER JOBS
COMPUTER PROGRAMLIVING AT TUFTS THIS
MER to run analyses and
SUMMMER? Or interested in
manage
database.
v A X / S p S s x / s ~ s , Flexible
working in MelroseiMalden
2-8 hours/week, summer. area. hinters/forernen wanted.
and/or 1987-88 academic year. Catch some rays arid earn good
Salary negotiable. Work study
wages. $5-7hr. No experience
preferred. Don Wertlieb,
needed, we'll train you! Call
Bryan Rief at College Pro:
I-800-424-2468,,.
Nothing to do first couple
weeks of summer ? why not
see our beautiful country and
gas efficient auto W/
drive
Ac and
deck to love1!'
Colorado.
Call
Amy
396-7893'2.
SUMMER JOB
Starting at $6.00/hr.
IN C H I L D C A R E Prestigious
insulation
POSITION. Wanted ' - company
responsible, loving person to' call 391-3982, ~ ~for Mark.
l ;
care for our 2 year old
daughter. Start May or June Office AssistantiResearch
with option for year around. Assistant wanted May through
Location - Arlington, 1 block summer. Flexible combinafrom bus. Drivers license and tions of time and r;isks possireferences required. Non- ble. 8-30 hours per week;
smoker. Flexible hours. Call salare dependent upon ex.
pcrience. Call Community
648-2599.
Earn $480 weekly- $60 per Health Program 381-3233 for
.hundred circulars mailed. immediate interview. WorkGuaranteed. Work at home .study preferred.
and participate in our Corn-,
pany project d i n g circulars
,ARE YOU STILL LOOKand assembling materials. - ING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
Send stamped self-addressed Work study students are needenvelopeto JBK mcompany ed tg work at the International
p.0, hX
25 cas&, califomia, Center, approximately 20
hours per week, H~~~~and
91310..,..
Entrepreneurial SmLentwho hourly' wage are negotiable.
big monqr! For information and an a P
mnts- to
!
plication contact the InremaHave F ~& ~j sharp
pure
productions tional Center, 13 sawyer
D.J.! Video/ Laser Shows & 381-3458.
Live acts. Macintosh access a
$. Join our company of young

Verbatim Datalife Sale!
2 5 1 $15.00
~
2 9 4 D or ?S/HD $20.00
Microdisks 2S/2D $20.00
Call 628-8139

FOR SALE:
Apple 11pluscomputer;
PIete with monitor, 2 disc
drives, software, and Epson
iet-ink printer $800 or best ofleave Call
fer.
message
Sharonifat no
776-7175.
one is
home.

Child Study Department,
Phone 381-3355. Leave
message. :CHILD CARE WANTED in
our Medford home for a 3
year-old girl. Summer and/or
Fall. Schedule flexible, about
7 hours a week. On T.Salary
'
negotiable. Please call
396-7005 before 9 p.m.-I

For

Notices

ATTENTION: TUFTS IN
.~~
LONDON
1987-88
STUDENTS - all 1987-1988 Environmental Intern Sought
by Hewlett Packard. See
Tufts in London students'are notice in the new book of
invited to attend an important internships.
.
information meeetina on Tuesday, April 28th, 3:iO0-5:O0in .
L A M I N A N . LOUNGE, PAID INTERN SOUGHTEAST HALL, IST FLOOR. Massachusetts Chapter of the
Ms. Jaki Leverson, our Tufts Arthritis Foundation seeks a
in London resident dean will communicationsPR intern.
be visiting here and will be at Salary $6.00 to $7.00 per hour.
the meeting to answer your Come to the Office of
qhestions and to discuss tht Undergraduate studies and ask
program in general. All formes for the new internship book.
TUFTS IN LONDOS
students are also invited t(
SENIORS!! .
attend.
We need pictures, slides, or
Learn about Central America, .negatives of you and your
issues of nuclear policy, friends for the senior slide
human rights, injustice, and show. Please drop them off at
other current issues while the Student Activities Office
working for the Peace and by April 28. Include your
Justice Studies Program. We name and phone number on
are looking for a WORK the pictures, slides, and
STUDY student to begin work negatives..
in the fall, 10 hrs./week in the
Peace and Justice Studies Program office assisting the coor- Interested in
dinator of the program with TECHNICAL SALES? See
the
board at the
educational event planning
and administrative tasks. A p p Career 'Ianning
ly now for the fall. For more
House) for FOTECy IN'' job
information
~~l~
opportunity! Resume deadlie
Bryan 628-5000 x2261 or stop April 30th'
by 11 Miner Hall.
~

.

Fast, accurate, competitive
rates. Over IO years experience
meeting student deadlines.
Call 661-2622
FOR SALE: Queen size bed. Bette James & Associates
price negotiable. Call Debbie Located in .Harvard Square
at 623-0528,
1430 Mass Ave. (next to
BayBank Trust).
R A D A R Hours: 8 am to 5:30 pm
pAsspoRT
Other.
hours
by
DETECTOR
Brand new, still in the box!
Ser'Has all accessories! This is the TypingNord
perfect time to buy. Original- 'ices. Resumes and 'Over Icttheses,
1y over $300. I am only asking ters,
$220! Was a gift, but 1 already inanuscripts, done P O f e s have one. Call Gerrv im- sroM1ly at reasonable rares.
mediately at 628-812i and
assistance
hurry, it won't last long!:.
available. Business and
Academic Experience. BA in
English. call 666-426d. . .
FOR SALE: U2 TICKETS!! The $99 DJ s w i a l sound is still available
That's right, we have two ex- bser
tra pairs of tickets for the sold- for the ktmusic at your par-out show in HARTFORD on ty, call jim at 489-0567 or

io^^^

Thursday, May 7. Best offer 623-9690:
gets the good pair; second best
&e Processed WOfQ
the other. Call 625-3088.
-ofessional Word ProcessI
. & ' p i n g serving students
FOR SALE:
and&dty. Services include:.
3 single beds w/frames, 2 term papers, theses, muma
dressers, 2 rugs. ,prices list maintenance and tape
variable. Everything in g o d transcription. Pick u p and
condition. Please C+ 628-0149 delivery.Reasonable rates. For
and ask for Debb% stef, Or !curate and Pro.mPt serAnnie...
Janice xe.Call
3?5-.0004.=
,
.
!
FOR SALE: Dresser, Twin Word Processing
. bed & mattress, Desk, Papers, Articles, Professional
Bookshelf. Excellent condi- Papers - Graduate/Faculry
tion; Sold together or projects preferred, N~~~~
~
Separately. Call 396-2376. Available .Weekends. Joa,,
Rogers 625-6191
Must Sell.-I

..,.

....

'

IS,

HENDERSON
AND
ASSOCIATES, A PR Consulting firm, is'seeking a
Junior Acount Coordinator intern. Requirements: Fluency
in english and Spanish,
research experience. Come to
the internship office and ask
for the new internship book
(Located in Ballou).
Washington DC subcommittee
on Telecommunications and
Finance: Offering a summer
internship for course credit.
This committee deals with
telecom issues and financial
ones (SEC security regulations, insider trading, mergers
and acquisitions). Ask for the
new book in the Office of
Undergraduate Studies.

I

Full Time, paid, public relations
internship with
Rochefort and Associates. Internship with emphasis in the
performing arts. Come see the
new internship book in the office of Undergraduate Studies.
Interested in digging in Israel:
Harvard-organizedprogram, 2
Tufts credits. Call Helen Data
495-5756. or Prof. Balmuth
ext. 3216.

m m , kitchen and 2 porches,
Zndfloor, PleasecallCarlosat "
666-1091 or 775-8590 after
FOR RENT: Brand new
townhouse 50 Hicks Ave.
Medford - 2 bedroom
w/skylight. 1lh bathrooms,
dining room, living room, full
kitchen,
to wall carpet,
private off street parking. Ten

::!:

FOR SALE: Mattrress,
dressers, desks, tables, couch,
kitchen table and charis
etc ...All cheap - prices
negotiable - call anytime.
391-4795 must sell.,,

'

t

* R ~ ~
WANTED**
quiet'

~

~

non-

smoking
graduating
thisMa~islookingfor-~~~
share an apartment in Boston
with
year. If interested'
call Beth 776-2942
"'"

Lovely 2 bedroom apt. walk~ ing
~ distance
;
tDTufts available
lune 1,1987. 2 bedroom; IivCall Dan 623-9828 if ing room, dining room, eat in
interested.+-driveway;
GOING AWAY SPRING '88) kitchen'
t

~%: : T: $ ~

1 single
f
available
t
~ in 3~bedroom
apartment
on conwell
AW.
for
FALL
semester.
close
to laun-

garage parking for car;house.
'2rd'
znd
of plus utilities.,
P-nt floor
is $850

dromat and store $275/month
plus utilities. Friendly
housemates. Call Sherry
. 666-0198 or Lyn at
666-4117.,:
**A~GNTION**
you
working here this summer?
Need a place to live? THIS IS
IT!!
SUMMER
*IDEAL
SUBLET*

SUMMER SUBLET. TWO
STORY 5 BEDROOM
HOUSE VERY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. APARTMENT Is
FULLY
FURNISHED
WITH SPACIOUS ROOMS,
2
CHEN,
LARGE
LIVING ROOM, A N D
LARGE
BALCONIES.
PRICE NEGOTIABLE.

WOR€-BPREMIERE.
For Sale - crown preamp $50;
SOUND
Onkyo tuner-amp (needs .The music you want to hear, at
work) g3O, Onkyo Tape deck a price you c n afford Call
OnkYo turntable with HORNER at g28-9781:
Orlofon
refridgerator
cartridge
$40, IO
$125,
cup drip
34"
Typing .services
.yamaha Pgofessional typing of you1
coffee maker
papers, theses, Brad school a p
speakers $170
plications, resumes, cover letClaude.at 628-6137
e r s . t a p transcrigion, etc. At
reasonable rates. , rve mlnutes 3 bedrooms, livingroom, kitSPRING FLING T-SHIG
Getyourspring~lingT-shirts, frOmTufts.Call395-5921. Ask. chcn. Great location - ConBedrock Cafe, Tufts Universi- "Or Fran. "' .
well Ave. - very close to camTYPE-TEW PROCESSING PUS, across from Store and
ty. Spring Fling on front, Fred
SERVICE for all your typ- laundry. Furnishing & Rent
Flintstone Saying Yabba Grabinglword processing needs. NEGOTIABLE
ba Brew on back. Call Phil
Theses, dissertations, tape Call now: 628-4672 or
396-6972.'For Sale:
size bed, transcription, resumes,letters, 625-0309 (leave message).
Price negotiable
charts, etc. Corjvenient loca- FANTASTIC SUMMER
tion, accurate, and affordable SUBLET 'h BLOCK AWAY
Call Debhie at 623-0528, .
service. Letter quality printer. FROM TLJ'FTS.
**Rug for Sale*'
Call
for
appointment 3 bedroom, hardwood
1 3 ~ 9beige,
.
perfect fur dorm 396-4080. (Rochelle)..,
and "'Y
room or apt. Best offer Call THE
AUDIO close on ChetwYnd Rd.
Debbie at 776-8833
CONNECTION
Almost 100 good to be true.
We offer Boston's lowest prices
Emmanuel Or Gordon
FOR SALE:
to the Tufts community on all 666-L425.
9x12 beige rug, 6x9 greyish types of stereo equipment inblue rug, double bed with cluding receivers, tapedecks, *BEAUTIFUL SUMMER
SUBLET*
boxspring and frame. All very CD players, loud-speakers,
cheap. Call Suzanne at separates and more. Almost
3 bedroom apartment a d a b l e
776-2133.
brands and models are Junetomid-August. It'sclose
and the
,available at significant dis- to campus,
and has an enormous
Renting
a
miniature counts. Special deals on fall bus
refrigerator? Buy this systems and discounted pro- kitchen, porch, parking,
refrigerator 3 x Capacity, yet ducts. Call now for a better dishes, pots, P " c o r n - k r ,
only 34" high. Excellent con- . price before you buy anywhere the works. Rent $200/month
dition. Bareain at $75. Also dse. TAPES NOW I N per person, utilities not infour Crate aid Barrel stackable
shelves and foam mattress, Lach. Perfect for recording a great place. If interested,
B.O. Cdl David at 623-5358. CD's. Call Andy at 666-2845 please call Felicia 391-1449!.:
SUBLET WANTED
THE
AUDIO
FOR SALE: two 6' x 9'
,Two responsible grads seek
CONNECTION!Id
carpets (1 blue & 1 off-white),
summer sublet as soon as
$40 each or best offer. One AUDIBLE SOUND COM- possible thru end of August.
small refrigerator, $60 or best PANY offers the LOWEST All areas considered. Call
offer. All items are in excellent pnces in the Boston area in car Katheryn 328-4266 or Deidre
condition (just purchased last
semester). If interested call
Melanie or Teresa at 625-5160.

'

~

~

~

I

.

hhh-957',-

3 bedroom in large 6 room apt.
dishwasher, washer and dryer,
ront porch. $900/month
please
395-7272. N~ rental fee.,Koom available lor next F a r
and this summer! Right on
campus! Across from Lewis
Hall. Non smoking females
only. Rent - low $200'~. 3
Housing
friendly roommales. Call
SUPERSUMMER SUBLET 625-4631
and
leave
- You can't miss it! Practical- message
,
b' on campus - 3 CaPen St. Best sublet on campus,
-.2nd floor., 3 bedrooms. h- Available around hlay 10
ing rm,kitchen and den. com- through A~~~~~30. knt
$zoo
pletely furnished. Rent per month. N~~~ ill ~ ~ 1 1 .
negotiable. Call Paul 666-1019 call Chris at 391-31 15
(leave message). ","
Housing StiU Available For
Next Year
Super Summer Sublet!!
So close it's like living on camb
~
pus. (52 hckard Ave. behind
Lewis). 3 avail. bedrooms in 5
bedroom house. LARGE kit'lose to campus.
renovated,
$250/mo.AskCall
chen, living rm, fridge. stove, anytime
- 395-6802,
for
dishwasher, washeddryer. On- J~~ or Sue.
lY $225/month. If interested Double or single available for
call 776-88513 666-5257."SPRING SEMESTER '88 in
APT.
RENT - beautiful partly-furnished
6/1'87-6/1/88. 21 &'lege Ave' apartment one block from
3rd
2-bedroom apart- Carmichael. GREAT LOCAbedrooms7kit- T I O N .
two easygoing
chenette, living room. housemates, free parking, two
$650/month.~:
APARTMENT FOR R E N T porches'
wall-to-wall
Josephine carpeting, big living m m and
As of June
kitchen with dishwasher. InAye. S o m e r v i k within walking distance to Tufts, three Ierested
Or
non-smokers
bedroom, one bath, living 666-5214
please call.
or Mike
Rochelle
at 625-4879,
at

FOR SALE: Great furniture
deal. Iarge desk, large bureau$
shelves, W a n d
chair.
Call KirSten at 623-2993. .

-

on campus (across from Lewis
Hall), duplex apartment,
porch etc. May-August low
rent!! Call now! This one is g*
ing to go fast! 625-4631 Or

-INATION
Need something laminated?
Call 776-8684; if no one is
there, leave a message. Professional quality, heat-seal
Shriekback Tis. b r Thursday.lamination. Paul - 776-8684,
Aprilcall
30th391-0939.
at the Metro, MustThis is the real deal!

I

...

ME
If you live on or near the West
Coast and need to get your car
home after'graduation - 1'
Drive It For you!! Call Chris
at 776-2188 or 776-9749..

FOR SALE:
Cheap one-way
Services
ilight
to Denver, Colorado
$100,
B ~ on&, M ~ ~PROFESSIONAL
~~
TYPING
WORD PROCESSING
14. callCheryl 623-2134..

I

people. Serving N.Y.C.BosLon. (203) 227-7571.Paid Internship!! Comp.
Sale
Sci/Mkting
6 interns in 2 areas
1)Comp. Sci.
CERVIN-mGA D-9
I am looking for someone to
2 ) ~ r ~ t i n g / ~ o m u ~ a t i on s$399, These speakers are so
take care of/use my apple IIC
$75/week
efficient that
will
computer and apple imCall Greg Arnette 279-0704 at your whole room with even a
agewriter I1 printer this sumABC Software.
small power lamp. Your
mer. Beit offer. Call Keith at
neighbors will hate you! Call:
SUMMER A ~ D
628-82%
666-4561 after 7pin
OPENINGS
Earn $600 in three weeks $5,000 - $7,000 with Polaris
FOR SALE!
working on exciting marketing Enterprises Corp. All majors
posi(Direct from factory)
sampling promotion for MTV may apply for
tions with a
N~
Full size 8"Kotton $85
and KUDOS GRANOLA
Other Sizes and stvles
SNACKS. May 4-24. Send England firm, Accelerated
available. *Free delivery Call
programand inResume or call immediately. finagement
.628-6958
(212)986-2290. MS. E. ternship opportunity possible.
Tighe/ACC 55 Fifth Ave. NY, Accepting ApplicationsNow
Don't. be caught with cold
396-2442
Time and
feet! plan ahead and buy a 12
NY 10003 2 Location. :.
by 12 rose-colored carpet. ExPAINTERS
WANTED: 2 20-year old Italian women-. cellent
B~~~offer,
Anyone interested in working from Rome are looking for a
call 625-5740.,.
in the Concord/Bedford area. family (or families) to live with
Enjoy the summer sun and or an apartment to share in the
SALE SALE SALE
earn good wages. $5-7/hr. Boston area for the summer.
10 speed bike. Puegot $300
Please call College Pro. Finances are no problem but
set of scottski poles $45
1-800-324-2468.*
they are interested in living
hth are brand new, call
Child Care Provider Wanted with people who could give 628-5314 suneet.
for 3 children n Winchester 'them a good introduction to
CHEAP FURNITURE: sofa,
home. Mid May to end of the entire city, If you want
June. 9-5 Monday through learn Italian and have a lot of Coffee Znd End Tatlles, corfun.
Please
call
Kristina
at
dero,, and Tilt-baclc Chairs.
Friday. Good Pay. Call
729-8923 evenines.:
666-4497.
Call 396-2376. Must Sell.:-

BUNNIES FOR SALE:
We have 5 adorable 5 wcck old
bunnies for snk. You can't
help falling in low with these
little f e h v s . They make a unique graduation present or buy
a bunny for your honey. Contact
623-3444 for
ll,,,rc Laura
details,

*

CALL 628-5064.'**SPECTACULAR
SUBLET**
-Up to 4 bedrooms available
June-September. Great location, large living room and kitchen withdishwasher, Price is
NEGOTIABLE! Call Kelly
666-3364 or Eilleen 776-3244
and leave message.
GUYS
LIVING
IN
SINGLES IN WREN NEXT
YEAR: Scared of heights?
Want to be closer 10
somebody? Dreading the
thoughts of climbing so many
stairs next year? Switch rooms
with me! I've got 044-want it?
Call 776-8609.

.:-

a

)I $ 2 .

T~~females desperately need
housing for the Spring
only. will accept
singles or a double, Call Julie
or
D~~~
(776-8785)
(628-7431) i f p u have any information and please keep
tr,rino

,.,

JUNIORS & SENIORS:
Leaving Medford after
Graduation? I need a place to
stay May 17-22! Wffl pay
reasonable price. If you can
help, please call 776-6514.
Best time to call-after 10 EM.
or afternoons 12-2.
SPACIOUS
SUMMER
SUBLET two bedrooms, huge livingroom and kitchen, seconds
from campus - right across
from BayBank on Boston Ave.
$250/per person/month includes water. Starts end of May
- right after graduation. Call
Dave Makower 391-5074.:

t

~

~

~
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS

Sam,
Boy, we partied it up at NarIN NYC‘
looking for a 4th to live in ‘THE SUMMER SUBLET* cissus! Forgot to set the old
beautifulfurnished apartment from
May 1-Aug. 1. Call and leave 2 singles in clean, spacious cruise control at 35!!I’Il have to
message 628-7504.
apartment. Large kitchen, liv- member to do so next time.
m._,
Good luck with finals!
Looking for Housing next ing room, and storage. Close to
Love Kym
laundromat and store. Rent
spring? I’m looking for so- negotiable. Walk to campus.
meone to take a room in-a very Call Nancy 628-5202 or Lyn Ted,
Good luck on your exams.
spacious apartment on Win- 666-41 17. I.
I’d like to drink champagne
throD S t . Verv cheaD
with YOU. LYOn and I are
$23lhnonth
utilities. Gil ‘ROOMMATE WANTED*
need a home from the end of SUMMER SUBLEE
waiting for You.
Dave 628-6966 if interested. Male or female to take a large
June to or through orientation. Fantastic location at 209 colAmour,
If you’re looking for off- lege Ave. - just 3 houses down
.:<< :single in our 6-person apartRachel
campus housing for the fist from Anderson Hall. FULLY One more female needed for ment. We are a friendly,
session and want to split a FURNISHED - 3 spacious
next year at a spacious TWO- responsible group of 3 guys Dear Cindy and Mitch,
sublet or if you need someone bedmom, living room, dining
bedroom apt. w/a big kitchen and 2 girls. Apt, has 2 f d Happy pre Birthday Cindy!
to take your room off your room and kitchen. F~~~~ and living room just acmss the bathrooms, kitchen, liv- well Mitch, You see, what does
hands for July and August, porch great for sunbathing!
ingroom, washer & dryer. , One say at a time like this?
St. fromHaskell5275 w/outil.
Call oya at 623-0783.
Non-smoker, non-rowdy Congratulations! May your
please call Deb at 628-0217. call now 776-7008 and leave
Rent very neaotiable.
message. .,,
Summer Sublet:
rooms essential. Please call today. children be many and
GREAT
SUMMER SPRING
625-5745.:,
legitimate. You’ve been a great
SUBLET
available in spacious, comSUMMER SUBLET!!
mommare
C,,dY,&dy.
Good
SUBLETS less than 1 minute
NEEDED
pletely
furnished
Three
terrific
m
m
s
available
luck with the houdapartment
from campus. 4 spats available Three guys seek fourth roombus stop
together or separately in clean, next year, Mitch/Cindy.
in IWO apts. either On Sunset Inate (m Or 0 for Wring
block away. V.C.R. & large furnished apanment. 58 conBob Marley ForeverRoad Or
xmeswr~ 1988. Our house i’
screen T.V. A must see!! Lookwell Ave - Practically across D ~ ~ ~ ~ / T
629-2226 Or 629-2228.
clean, comfortable, cheap
ing for 2 females that like to the Sfreet from campus.
MBH (275/m0.), cockroach-free and
have fun. Call 391-6852.
6 or 7 bedmom completely comes complete with a y&
petitive rent. call now before
I haven,t Sent you a personal
legal on Fowderhouse BM. 2 supply of toilet paper (onCurSUMMER they go! Peter zizzo
all year but I thought you
room
with
balcony
391-2062.,,
SUBLET
minutes from campus. 2 [is Am.) call us now because
deserved one so here it is.
modern baths, driveway, time’s running
~h
623May I - A W 31;
*BE SMART and PLAN
Things have really been great
Tufts, 1 block to bus stop,
AHEAD*
dishwasher, washer and dryer, 2 4 8 9 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 666~
lately and I want to thank you
behind Cousens Gym. Fully BEAUTIFUL 3 bedm apt.
2 dynamite sun pprches, ‘ 9 5 9 5 / ~ 2 3 - 7 8 g . ~ ,
for everything, youare am^and
room.
available
for
SPRING
‘88
for
ing!
I.N.Y.K.
l*M)/month
395-7272 if GREATSUMMERSUBLET $200
not in leave masage. No ren- 3 bedroom, huge living room _cMninns utilities. 396-0580 3 females. Great location $OR
T H O S E O F you
right next to campus living
fee involved..and kitchen; w/d, driveway;
HAVE
GOT A DEAL G~~ location - one block
SUMMER SUBLET
room &-kitchen; furnishing
WHO
KNOW GALA
FOR YOU!!
from campus; furnished rent 1 or 2 people to share furnish- negotiable - low rent
TAYLOR,
Her birthday isk Y 7 , so be
Simply smashing summer newtiable.
628-12;~or ed 3-bedroom apt. GREAT $250/month/person plus
utilities. Parking available for sure Io wish h e r a v e V Happy
sublet-Available from June 1- 776-8740 - please leave LOCATION College A=,
Oval.
Price
more
info.
Call
NOW:
Birthday
and let’s help her
across
from
EIlis
August 31. Beautiful, clean, messaee.,
S U N N Y t h m b e d m m a p a n - Wanted: 1 or more non- negot. CallCathyat 776-8386 628-4672 or 625-0309 (lave celebrate in style!!! we
you Gala!!!
messaee)..,,
ment with living room f porch smokers to live in North or 628-0486
~arge
smgle room availablefor

subletting. Located in single
familv home 5 minutes from

’

CAN’T FIND ANYONE TO
SUBLET THIS SUMMER?

‘HUGE APT

3 Girls

f

’

‘’

-.

just three minutes from cam- Suburban Basmn after graduaRent negotiable. Call tion. Call 625-7217 after 5.
Cheryl 623-2134or 7/6-9385, SUMMER SUBLET
11,117
Apartment at 70 Conwell
GREAT SUMMER SUBLET available for 1,2 or possibly 3
2 bedrooms in a 4 bedroom people starting in m i d - h y ,

Persona’s

-us

**NEED A SUBLEITERj**
’
To Jessica Feinburg:
Well sweetie, I’ve finally made
ResponsB1e, neat, non~smokerMichelle, Heidi and Anne,
looking Io sublet for the sum- This place isn’t going to be
it! I can’t believe it either!
mer. I’” rake good Care Of your the same without you. You . Thanks for being a great
willing Io pay guysare AWESOME. I’m gofriend (and tennis partner!) I’ll
around $lOO/month. Prefer ing to miss you a lot but, don’t
miss you a lot. I promise to
S O m e d l e but Will consider tell me, I know
keep in touch and you better
still be
Campus on Boston Ave. Park- Adorable pre-furnished fur- all.*!!@n
625-0936
together. You guys are
do the same! Hope to see you
ing
available.
Rent nishings. Kitchen, Bathmm . DESPERATELY SEEKING EXMO!!
at graduation?
$275/month, negotiable. Call Living Room and
FEMALE SMOKERS to
Love always, Lisa (R.)
I Love You,
ilmr
share
PALACIAL
two
Pam as soon as possible. Call...it’s great! 628-1904
776-1970. .n
SUMMER Apt. ONE BLOCK from
The fetus
Hodgdon Penthouse:
pERFET
SUMMER
&R
AND Tufts. Has it all PLUS. Price
T~Lynne Maloney:
You guys are the most
SUBLET
negotiable. Also available for
Well kiddo,,
almost
AWESOME hallmates!! I’m
Of You
3 Capen Street - 3 bedrooms AUGUST? Apt’ for rent summer Sublet. Call T H E
of he&, I can’t believe it! you going to miss
in great apartment, seconds 7’1-9/1 On &‘lege
One JULES at 776-3024.
were a great suitemate and ten- much next year! Deb-meet me
from the T. Many large STILL LOOKING F O R A nis buddy. (you helped me by the window!! Thanks for
from campus or Bus. Available
during [he everything! Good-Luck on
6/1 thru 8/31. Rent negotiable. ‘lngles
PLACE TO LIVE? One
keep my
porch,
female double is still available
Ism so glad to have finals and have an amazing
Call Andie at 776-8859 or Ken la.me,living
vienient.
$2OO/month
Adam .n the Intemdonal k h ~ s e !
met you. Have a great time in
at 776-2963..w SUMMER 776-4083; JohnCall
666-0832.
Applicants n-iwt apply in
Talloires and maybe we’ll meet
Love, Nan
IDEAL
pairs. For more information,
in h r i s ? Please keep in touch. To Kathy Leach, (The ‘.G,,
SUBLET-BOLD
on
SUNSET Rd. 10 seconds
*SPRING HOUSING*
contact the International
b v e , Lisa (R.)
woman):
from campus w/washer and Don’t get stuck with no place Center, 13 Sawyer Ave,
Well kiddo, I’m almost out
Karon and Michelle,
% ! ~ ~ 4 ~ & m e r Sublet 1-3 Well, the end of the year is
of here, I can’t belive it. It’s
been a great 2% years. You’ve
.apartment on Fowderhouse bdrms., seconds from cam- near. The end of my freshman
- Great Summer Sublet
been a GREAT friend,
or bedroom apt. with fully Boulevard. Huge singles, din- pus, some furnishings. Rent year, and yours too. If it wasn’t
esuipped kitchen, barb,
m
g mm, living mom, big eatnegotiable. Call Andrew for you guys, my year here
through the gooCi and bad.
Have a manifique semester in
in kitchen with a dishwasher! 628-7603, Ed 628-8329, or would’ve been my fust and
room and to spacious
Great locarion!!! minurewalk Please call 625-2692 or Laura 666-5234.
last! You guys have been great
La Belle France! I know I will
firends. You’re like my sisters.
this summer! I hope to see a
to Tufts 10 second skip to 625-5460’
Dackyard food
we,re WANTED:
SUMMER Apartants - lhS.,Or
I couldn’t ask for more. 1look
lot of YOU next year. Please
Bdrms. ~~~~~~~owhtd.For forward to this summer and
keep in touch! Hope you come
desperate so our prices will be SUBLET FOR JUNE ONLY.
.negotiableand reasonable,
One femal looking for hex- infor call Warren
- next year. I hope we have loads to
graduation.
pensive place to stay for just 648-6700. Aparrments are Off
of fun especially since I won’t Love, Lisa (R.)
625-5858 or 623-3377.
On
the month of June. Please call
have to go all the way to
THE PERFECT SUBLET: 395:6801 if you have anything ~
n
~
Houston,
~ seeing as you’ll
~
be
~Sorry, no display
~ ad!! At lata
next door, I love you guys!
Low rent, huge color p,
awlable, or if YOU want houswalk
to Tufts’ Gosh, this is mushy!! I guess
not
this
time!!
Did
have a
grat
apt.
on campus, great pea- ing for July and August.;:
pie, yourown room, cool syeer APARTMENT
F O R 2nd and 3rd
living lh” 1’11 end it here.
nice weekend? Hope YOU
didn’t
get
to
“busy”!!
Oh
VJ&
wTII there’s always......Ummm,
name, i c e neighbors, and R E N T AS of June 1st. 80
what’s his name? Is it Jesse??
we’re great cooks! call US:.
~ ~ ~ ~ dryer,
~ ifront
l and
l ~back; porches.
To the Mutant:
Boy, I really don’t know about
776-6180.
$280 util.
One
CALL 628-0338 or 623-6252.
Because Of Our usual proMama’s youngest daughter!!
born
for rent, h V e l y Med- Tufts, three
crastination,
we
only
have
5
ford home. I ,5
from bath, living room, kitchen and
Gemini
SUMMER SUBLET Great min. to write this. We would
Tufts and on bus line, Option 2 porches, 2nd floor, Please
Rose Ann,
of reduced rent in exchangefor Call Carlos at 666-1091 or location, K block from Cam- like to go into de$il about all
PUS! Very spacious! Furnishthe random adventures and
Thanks for making the last
child care for 3yr old girl. 775-8590 after 5:OO om..=
year the best!! You’re really
Summer and/or fsll. Wanted: Summer Sublet for ed, up to 4 bedrooms. Large awkward situation we’ve been
special. Good luck with finals,
3s7005 before P.M.
June Only. One Female look- kitchen with frig. and Stove. in, but since the three of us are
ing for place testay forjust the Parking available. Price in the same galaxy,(Planet P)
because then comes Florida!!
Love
Housing Offered on Whitfield month of June. please
negotiable. Call 623-5219 Or -- you know what we’re think628-1691.
ing.
Before
we
forget
our
purPete
Rd. Great location, 1,2, or 3 Debbie at 776-0695 and leave
pose
for
writing
this
HAP.
bedrooms h ~ ~ -sublet
~ e and
r
a message. Call if you have
%mewfile: onRaymond A ~ PY
, BIRTHDAY (a little aearDaily-ites-I may usually be
year; kitchen, living room, anything available or if you
ChenP. Call Lisa want housing for July and
offcuhs
st,brge
4 wmom
IY). Thank for being a great
loud and obnoxious, but right
now I’m speechless. How to
776-7251
August.
Apt. Available June 1st. Por- friend and
SAVE THIS AD!
we love you!
describe what a great time I’ve
*.SUMMER SUBLET**
ROOM STILL AVAILABLE
ches $900 Unheated. Equal
TwoROOMS AVAILABLE for next F a r f o r M orF, in big Housing Oppty. Agent The Armenian and
had with you all this semester,
beautiful place with kitchen,
776-2016
the Irish Luck
how much I think of each of
you, and how much you have
IN BEAUTIFUL CPERSON living room. ~ e x tot campus,
HOME.
H
BLOCK
FROM
On North St., off p.s. Death 10 all A - h k and
all done to put together a great
CAMPUS. NEGOTIABLE on Broadway by Powderhouse mfod:
B~~~~~AW. Deluxe 6 Room queer people who can’t dance
paper? ...Can’t be done ’cause
clrcle. $238/mo. f utilities.
TIME AND PRICE! NEW- me if you need housingall year
3 &dmms,.sunny, cor- to save their lives which don’t
you all suck and that’s why
Ly
FULL OR just spring semester. Ted
I’m leaving. (Yeah, I’m kidner lot! Porches, yard. matter a n p Y s .
ding, but I didn’t want 10 get.
DRYER,
KITCHEN, WASHER
IN S
AND~ B;;a3bg2.776-2918
~
,
or Jimmy
driveway! Available May 1s
$950. Unheated. Equal HOW Marvelous Marj, Juleulent
100 mushy) Seriously, though,
DRIVEWAY. CALL SOON!
thanks for a great
and
ing Oppty. Agent 776-2016
Joey, Incredible Ingrid, Super
ASK FOR DEBBIE AT Housing Offered
Summer Sublet
Apartment for Rent at 267
Human Scotty, Jovial Jonny
I will
miss you
776-39081
Love, Julie
Babe, Kharismatic Karen,
bedrooms - washing Boston Ave., Medford. 1st
GORGEOUS APARTMENT
A N D Floor available June 1, 1987,
Scintillating Saralee: Without
Keh
One space available in 3 BR machine/drier
excited
about
a doubt, the finest residential
sunny,dishwasher guaranteed lowest hnt
’ $750. per month,
apt, starting June
working with you next year.
staff to ever garce Tufts halowspacious, clean apt, 5 min. price!! Two minute walk to Bedrooms, Living Room, Kithave already shown me a
from campus. bts
of
Tufts!! Call Julie and Marisa ,-hen, B
~ stove, ~ ~~ i g .ed
~ halls. Much,
~ much~ obliged!~
,
new~side Of ’ports.
With neverending respect and
niences. $300 utilities.
776-4451. L a v e a message on Separate utilifies.
Thanks
Elizabeth 628-3422 or Ian the machime and
483-5291
affection, Nick, Wendy, Shish,
Leigh
and Nate the Grearl
you back.,;
776-4976.
PUS.

12,
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Even though f o x u a r t e r s is
the same as a dollar-in the pop
machine-thanks for all the
help and advice-lenny and
Steve.
Leigh

ROY REAL
Exploration has been over
for a semester, but I’m glad we
got a lot of chances to talk and
stuff, kp
up [he great Rick
J~~~~ imitation, the great
eneineerine work at Ravthwn.
you; overall ‘egreat
miss you next
year, ~~h
care of yourself,
Love, Sarah
Hey Daily News Dept.!
Mike-Even with LONG stories
and sickness, we did it. Can’t
wait ’til next year. (Zen Master
Rana?)
BillS;Best of luck in Senate
and those comedy acts. I’U
miss working with you-it’s
been great!
Bill L N h a t a groovy semester
much good,
has _went
Need
(very
even!) on.
My, my-so

iMike & Jon: Besides learning
about fonts, letters. policies.
editorials and “the board.”
vou’re taught me about
&From debates about Bruce
Springsteen, alcohol ads, affirmative action, digestion problems, and parents to jokes
about everything imaginable
around Tufts and the South
Jersey area, it’s been a
memorable semester. Thanks
for being both mentors and
friends.
Love. Julie
DAILY FOLK (Paat. Prcwnt.
and Future):
What
That’s
a year,
reallyhuh?
all I have to Vdy,
~ ~
I don’t think well on Sundays. directions to Gardner?
Devi, Lenny, Carol, and Diane-Females invade the
L.J.: Happy Graduation! male bastion of news! Can’t
Keep in touch with the paper, wait to work with you!
and for God’s Sake, subscribe! Have great summers!
Love, Sarah
Suzanne, Bill (Shein), Julie,
Chris (Salvo), Jennifer (Dann), Dearest Devi,
Can you belim a whole year
Frank: Enjoy whatever it is
you’re doing next semester. at The Daily is over already?
We’re waiting for your return. I never would have m d e it
EVERYONE ELSE (Too without you! Sure we had no
Numerous TO Mention): wrirers and the messiest, emp
Welcome back, Let’s kick ass also
tiest calendar
had a lotaround
of laughs
butand
we
next year.
Enjoy your summer.
abounding alliterations. Good
Love, Jon luck in med school doing real
.Ti) the LAST SURVIVOR
. of work
to know
again.
youI’m
and
so glad
I’ll really
I’got
the S4....
You’ve got to make sure our miss YOU.
reputation, past or present is
So long, Suzanne
upheld.. .
. ’ Dear Daily Editors:
Love, the first dropout ...
Thanks so much for a hnMike:
tastic year. Mike-I’ll never
Bet you’re glad you’re outfa forget you or NEE Jon-thanks
here.
for, What I Like and many
Listen, we need deliverers musical moments. Stevethanks.especially
for writing
the
for us.inJulieand
Take
typists-lnterested?
care of yourself and clutch,
.

..

I
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-

’

-

a while. sorry about BfW - BrettAs is, Jon , thanks for the suggestions and
good luck with PS Matt. Bill
L,thanks for b e h such a nice
guy and Lenny, jou’ve been
Chris, Waldek. and (in an inspiration to us all. To
memoriarn)Paul Brareneveryone else, I’ll miss you and
What can I say, one day we I look forward to reading great
had no photographers, and things from London.
now we have the best photo
Love, Suzanne
staff in the paper’s history. You
guys worked long hours in an C.S. Mum& (a.k.8. Patty)
ungodly setting (which I’ve Thanks for making this year so
never seen, I have 10 admit), incredible. Your the best
but YOU do a super job. And girlfriend a guy could hope to
you’re fun 10 boot. Chris, find. I know - too sappy.
anyone who advertises the Don’t get depressed - we’U be
Daily while running the partying in Europe before ya
Boston Marathon is all right how
it. And remember, ifyou
with me; Waldek, at least you do tnt,.,
remembered one Daily dinner

come down once

~

ill

b

~

~

~

As wc write our way out of Pete,
our s t ior year, I wish you
luck in your future endeavors.
Sports’reporting or medicine,
flip a coin. Keep me informcd. Let’s say you made my life
at the Daily interesting-also a
little aggravating and annoying. but I’m sure I did the
same! Take care. Love, Devi

Julie.
Have fun next year,
Fcaturca. Assoc. Editor you’ve
done a job that I can respect.
Best of luck-and, oh yeah,
good editorials ’

Only five more exams. Are You
going to miss it after it’s all . .
over? Regardless, I know Tufts
will be minus one very speck1
T.A. Boston Edison made a
wise choice, and SO did I.
Good luck in everything. YOU
really deserve it.
Love,
RoseAnn
BJDI,
Thanks for the happenin’
weekend in Morht Haven. I .
very much enioyed the Dragon
Drive scene. I left with an update on NHHS gossip, an expanded vocabulary and a new
friend (Max). Sadness - I \
didn’t meet Hu@ I’M 1
410
Remember
*e,
your
don’tRoomie.
BMB.

Jcnn Dann,
‘l‘hans for the help...Hope
iicst year goes better for you.
Just don’t forget the Arts
department. Where would Mama Leone,
Odd’s On have been without Where have you been lagtely?
I haven’t seen you around lateyOU.
SD & DBZ ly. If you need help with your
or just want to blk,
papers
r .
. .

...

L.J

\k i n d e it, eh? Now starts the
i-cal mirk, right? Luck always,
1,

...:

&IC\ I

440’s Haskell:

IO-JO, ROB,
ENID,
AGENT J.T., AWENIE, GFACE,. LYNNE, SEXY
%%SA& MONNIE-MACK):
THANKS FOR A GREAT
YI:.%R-I LOVE YOU GUYS!
(rOOD LUCK O N FINALS
TARAK

me Your
a ring!
oldest
Lovedaughter
To Waldek and Chris: .
Saved the unenviable condition of being swept in along
with the Curtis Contingent
down at the Daily, you all get
a separate salute. I love you
both. I want your children.
You guys are impossibly good
and a lot of fun as well.
Thanks,
. Matt

t-
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~

D.
What did you say about hating .Mikeall men? I’m glad I’m not one I n my book nothing’s
of them. What can I say, but changed. Nothing will ever
. that you are beautiful and ex- change.
Love,Debbie
citing. Sorry for my
belatedness. Thanks for a To anyone and everyone
memory that I will always; and associated with The Daily a friendship I wi!l.never forget. Thanks for three awesome
S.
JTEVEN LOCKE,
....
years.
Now that the year’s coming to
To Jeff
a close, I think I should let you
Hey, three days in advance
know I’ve been watching you
all semester. - At all of the Sig ‘.0 the ad doesn’t go. NO eXCePand especially in tlons. No, 1 mean it this time.
Ep
Accounting. If you’re in- Seriously. Yes, well. Anyway,
terested in meeting me, come lust wanted
Say thanks for
to the Campus Center Lobby the machines, and for the first
tonight at 6:OO. I’ll be wearing
DaFY-Senate relationship
In a while. I’ll see you next
a bla;-k bow in mv hair.
An Admirer year when we both have a life
Gail,
again.
’
- Mike
T h e Dumbo, Bob and
.Michelle, Kevin and Leslie P.S. I’d like to see...
’
(Boom, Boom, Boo,, now To the Observer and especialthey’ll argue in the room), Iv Heather Barry Tufts Sexual Resources,
When all is said and done,
Showers; what shall we talk. it was great working against
about now? Jake poohed in you guys this year. In the end,
your bed (ha! ha!) I just want we are on the same side, and
your body and I only love YOU I want to let you know that I
whnen I’m drunk. How about respect what you guys do every
a post-coital tea? Have 1 ever Thursday night, even if you do
turned down food? Hey, did wake me up all the time.
your tan wash off! My tutor.
But we’re gonna kick your
You like lefties, I like the wall; butts this afternoon.
Buzzy’s; Beef and Rice; Get
Good luck next year.
off the Babysiter; It’s our lit- Mike
tle secret.
To Carol H. I+ltz, girlfriend Love Picasso
Well, this is it, the last per(Dan’s asleep) sonal. So long Miami, Daisy,
RickickaAlexis, and, yes, Bullwinkle. I
We may not have found the can’t really put into words
PM but we had a lot Of fun. what you. have meant to me
Hope we’re still friends at the these last two years, but let’s
same time next year.
just say that I’ve never felt60

Lynn.
Amy.
Carol P.
I know that you made the right Okay. Rbsin, you have four
YOUwere the first person I met
Loredna (alias Rupert),
choice with CE - trust me. months to recuperate and then
down at the Daily, and you
You are the Best-est!! I’ll miss
is
time
for
the
most
awesome
it
Thanks for being my cotook care of me and showed
vou mucho next year. “Same
-production manager. Please year in the history pf this fine
me the ropes. I really a p
iime. next year” in PARIS Il.arning
institution.
We
know
make a new Espresso’s ad!
preciated that. and I will
Can’t wait! Remember always
\\.here
all
the
action
will
be
Good Luck next semester.
always remember you. I wish
Late-night talks & Vitamin K
next
semester.
LJ
I could have been at the
(ha!). You’re an AMAZING
. Love,
Christmas party to see your
person (& friend)! You’re gon- To all my friends.
\Ycndy.
Kellq
reaction with the escargots. I
na need 2s hr. daw THIS I’m going to miss you over the
CanIaskyouaquestion?
also wish I had seen more this
summer. Good luck with every summer.
Waldek Honestly, congratulations!
semester. Good luck out there!
! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n & . ! , To all the photographers. (Even tho I’m very sad you’re
I hope I’ll see you again!
We’ll do the Iwish I had time to thank you leaving.) You’re a very special
Waldek
Forum!!
and noone can ever take
VineyardNantucket definitely. guys for everything you did. friend
,Mikc.
your
place.
I’ll
never
forget
any
*
THANKS. Waldek
Don.t O D on Tofu this sumAlthough I never show it. I do
of our times together (bananas
mer. please!! hXre
you lots, Kristina.
h.we a tremendous amount of
soulmate -Edwina (alias Thanks for everything. You from Dewick, novacaine
respect for you. We are all gohave been a great friend, I’ll needles. “Hey, we all have our
iisa)
ing to miss you next year. I’m
MBH names for it,” ice cream at
see you next year.
looking forward IO the return
Love, Waldek Harvard at 1 a.m., getting
I ha\.cn,[ sent you a personal
of Instant Replay.
all year and 1 think you deserve P.S. Thanks forgetting me in- “happy,” donuts at Heartland,
Kelley
the big “G” and 1 or uh.
one. Things have been really to IYTD Friday.
Kelley
TO
the
rest
of
the
Daily
staff,
maybe
2.
yeah.
that’s
it,
2
ranAll those for bantering (or
great lately and I want to thank
\,ou, you are SO amazing.
YOUguys have made working dom parties at Zeta Psi. I love
non-hantering) ...Thanks for
you,
here a lot of fan!
I.N.Y.K.
cvcrything this War.
Waldek
Nancy
F~~my dear, Sweet roommie
Love,
LJ.
P.S. w e won’t have huge
NI,-OL~ BOCKMAN:
Steve
I wish I had gotten to know phone bills, THO!
A personal-yay!!
Dano you
better;
but
I
was
never
ME,
EX
E
in
,after
years,
Hoppy 22 kiddo - we know
Bonkers gets her
own per- down at the office. The times
I bitched. I moaned, I
ii‘s a little late. hut did you
I
was
down
there,
it
was
great
plained
and
I
MEANT
IT!
sonal, Hee bee, H~~ you’re
cver expect anything on time
m see that friendly smile of But a mMt serious congratulafrom us? Enjoy your first
An!!ways, I ’ very
~ glad we ?Ours. Good luck with the [ions on a job well done and a
personal
were
this year, it future.
Waldek year well spent. Keep up your
We love you
was lots of fun. Remember all
American image. I’ll miss harAnnie & Jules
rassing you. And Don’t Worry
good times we had, and Bret and Mart,
P.S. Winchester awaits
thanks for being there for the It was a lot of fun working - I.m not in a bad mood
tala. Scott, and Evelyn
not SO good ones. Please come with you guys. Thanks for day! BUT Keep your grimy
Good luck next semester. I’ve
those little food and signature offour you
\.isit me in Miller next year,
got tons of confidence in you
and if I feel like walking I mistakes we had with a few know who! calendar!
~
~
~
~
~ all.,
might just
you in you new pictures. (I don’t think I have G
LJ
remind you)
abode, we’ll see...
dadboth No more weekly aggravation,
All Dailyites:
~Mondays
i
l are ~over. 1’11
H~~~a blast this summer and of YOU will.be back next year. ~
This
semester
has
becn
fun,
Have a great summer.
miss collaborating with you,
hest wishes on finals!
frustrating, and rewarding. I
Love yah! Louisa
Waldek guess we’ll just have to start
look forward to much of the
Devi, Suzanne,
You two are the best. You guys Our next project soon’ More
same next semester. See YOU
made Chris, and my
so words. Maybe well use your
then, and have a great
easy. 1 wish all departments Mac
time’ Now just go
summer.
have been so organized, crazy (not to0 much!) B!.e-bye
Bill
Lenny,
Despite
the fact that this is
Jamesthrilled, upset, lonely, L ~ \ . ~ ’.,. .* , L z a m f i r
It’s been fun working with lab doors Whycan’tyouliveinMiller, wanted ...complete. Actually, ‘ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ! ” - ~ h i ~ l ~ ~
Labovitz,
hope both of you will be
highly unprofessional and that
huh? I’m nor dragging my we could lust say you’ve made M
~ A ~ ~ asL a~ you.
~ ~Inext
~year.
~ Have
~ ~ a great
~ , Thank YOU for everything this
back
I’m not very objective and may
laundry tq Hill! 1’11 miss living me emotional! Who needs ra- sidebar (in grey, of course),
semester.
I’ve
really
enjoyed
even be considered biased, I‘m
on vour hall but at least we’11 tionality? Four years isn’t SO here’s to a HUGE ILLEGAL summer.
Waldek working with you, and I’m
both be Uphill Girls!
really going to miss you next
long, and even if it is, no one ’summer with plenty of Whif- Christy, A h a . Jamie,
looking forward to next year.
year. Tufts sports will never be
Love, can take these two years away, fling, h j u n i n g , and hotpot You guys have been the best NOW- PLEASE- go relax
the same!
there’s no Way We Won’t cooking on the hill, Maybe friends. YOUguys were always for a few months!! You deserve
John & James- .
LoV&
you’renot gonna get rid of treasure them as among the we’ll even set a Pagoda upon it. there
for me to lean on. I love it.
.~~
Kelley
Love,
how much you besl in our lives. You’re the ROW GG and 14-page concert you guys.
me no
Diane
Senator Bill reviews have prepared us for
Waldek
pick on me. 1’11 miss you next best’
CAROLYN and ANNIE Now Stop waking me UP SO next year. 1think. Happy Bir- WENDY ROBERTS:
What a semester! Everything
year.
from Ian to ACOlL to World
bve,
early in the morning!
thday. -Steve
Hmmmm ...well, Wend, I Thanx for all the good times
lames I love you.
P.S. Sic hominem fidelis, quid want to thank you for Kiddoes! From Skip’s class t O
War. Thanks for your advice,
--ME, Dex, and. Jay * tempora, babe.
Jaime a:k.a. Naaia - Ihe
help., and, above all, your
everything you’ve done for me the I-House to Durgin, you
friendship. Its been frustrating
concert on the hill, civilized To Carol H. Peltz, Associate k n n v :
this year - from that first day bcth really “broadened my
YOU
college
experience.”
Hope
We’ll.do all this stuff later.
and fun! (You know how calm
songs for civilized people must Editor at Logan on. You’ve been a
become a weekly event. w e . I know you hated this office
.
-Stew
both
have
super
summers!!
1’11
I’ve been!) Good luck next
wonderful friend and I regret
miss
ya
gals!
A
Pretty
“big”
year
was
had
more
days
than
not,
but
(and
wouldn’t want to disappoint
year “in a big way.’’ I know
not making my wag downhill
Love,
you’ll be an awesome Senator.
our many fans.
this is .to make up for the by Bill Labovitz, who capped to Lewis a lot more often.
Eva
“thanks”) I know you know off a successful News Editing Maybe we’ll get to see more of
Your friend,
-Doonya
Bill
Jeannethat you did a superb job - season with a tremendous vic- each other next spring in Aix- IRENE and CHRIS I must say, I’ve had an
Mike, Julie, L.J., Lenny I’m so glad we’re at last get- above and beyond the call of tor!’ in the first annual China -en-Province (I’ll try)- I’m so
I’m glad I’ve really gotten to
ting to be godd friends (and duty - for the Daily. As photo Inn Games. Labovitz’s efforts excited for your next adven- AMAZING freshman year
-know you all this semester.
setting a record for meals!) 32 editor, news editor, phone were duly appreciated by his tures in Europe- you BET- with you guys! Our “cultural”
experience
at
the
Nine
(oh
my
You are super people that have
pages tonight, so I can’t write operator on Thursday nights at new boss and old friend, who TER call me when you have
made the Daily what it is - a
much. Bye!
vour place, and the person shall remain nameless to prothe short stop in Denver! Gawd!), zillions of gourmet
MacPhie
meals,
hundreds‘of
“second
family” (right,
Love Lots, who mpre than anyone else tect his identity while he’s yakTHANK YOU for being there
Mike?) I wish you lots of luck,
Evie who had to listen to me go on king in the corner. See details
throughout my well you first day diets, 3 AM peanut
butter confessions, ...and
whether it be in France, law
P.S;
It was a w i r d , ana on and on and on about .in tomorrow’s Daily. (Have a
know.. .
school, work, or as a less octhe Daily. You were always great summer, Bill - take
weekend.. ..
Love, Mengy Mee “whatever,” Wasa bread, Paul
Adamthere for me and the paper care.
-Steve)
Young, and our man Gil Sotcupied senior - whatever.
LAURA ANN ...
Bill
Well our first year at Tufts is tleman! Just remember what a
when it counted, despite the Chris & W
m&
Honey, I’m home ....
P.S. Mike - I won’t forget our
headaches, and that’s what 1’11 Too bad YOU guys never did over. ..I think I iucked out on girl’s best friend is! I’ll miss
Earsyou
both!!
post“Family Ties” talk
You know who you are. I remember most about Carol anything useful. Oh well, the roommate part- thanks
Love,
.... Julie - See ya 2nd
know who you are, so just face Peltz, Associate Editor. Except there’s always next year. Have for everything! I’m not going
Eva
semester. Au revoir.
it!
that you’re the only one on the a great wmmer.
to try to go into everything that
Matt,
->[eve
Mike,
Sarah, and Uiane Daily staff who lets me sleep
happened this year - I think
LauraF.S. Waldek - you can’t hit the burnt spot on the rug from I’ve had an absolutely amazGet psyched for an awesome
Do the Bear! I love it! I’m. over.
year!! Remember: dig, probe,
the hotpot sums up our lives ing time co-editing with you
SO sad that you’re leaving US
I love you. worth s-t.
ask. You guys have done well
Mike E., E in C P.P.S. Chris - If I ever see in room 240. Thanks for this semester. There’s no way
this weekend!! We’ll have fun
1
could
have
done
it
without
another goofy caption, I’m listening to everything. I’m goso far. Thanks for your friendFriday night and Sunday! *Yo, Yo BABY JEN*
I
know
you’ll
do
a
you.
ship, dedication, and enWhat’s
happenin’, gonna ...
ing to miss you a lot next year
‘Have no fear!
ridiculously
great
iob
this
fall.
P.P.P.S. Welcome aboard, ’so you better take the jog over
thusiasm. I look forward to
Love, Debbie HHOTSTUFF!?!
Bret
working with you, and being
to visit (okay, I’ll go over
RobWe love our friend in Adam.
P.S.
Are
you
sure
you
don’t
.friends with you, next
Peltz-Beglin-Shapo
there...) Haveagreat summer! want to do a weather column.
Here it is - your very first Pennsylwnia!
The
Daily
tradition
of
amaz’
semester.
Love you, Meg
Love,
personal! Better late than
Production Staff,
ing Associate Editors con- Steve,
Bill
never! Nothing like waiting M.M., K.U., P.G.9 J.R.
Waldek and Chris tinues. Here’s to three of the I just wanted to let you know Thanks for all your help and
‘till the last minute (or the last ‘10 my two Personal best people I know.
putting in the long hours.
Photo has done a fantastic job!
that even though youa re now Don’t jump ship next
Daily, as the case may be). En- secretaries:
-Clay
Whenever something happenone of the top three that does semester. Remember we’re a
joy your last few weeks as a I couldn’t have Slain the 1.R.
P.S. Matt- your dad waves hi not mean that I have to stop
ed, you or a member of your
jumbo before you sail away in- monster without VQU guys. .with his legal pad.
family.
staff were there. Thanks for
- bantering vou. All kidding
1 .
to’the sunset!
Thanks for all the moral and
L
J
putting up with all of our
aside, thank you.
LUV,
computer support through my Leighdemands (even the last minute
Yeah, well, you’re no Clark
Love, Attn. Daily personnel:
J & M trials and tribulations.. Kateones)
Gable yourself. Remember
1.O.U.a night’s sleep.
Kelley Thanks!! Have a great
Phil Hermann Jon,
Thanks again,
Love, John that.
summer.
Move 0ver;now I can watch AJvWhat
I
like
is
the
great
job
I
Bill
Janet -Steve
LJ
the Brady Bunch, too. And GI
know you’ll do next year.
Daily News Staff:
I’m at a loss for something to Good luck and stop smoking
Joe, and, Superfriends, and (And don’t
you!!
Epstein:
Thanks
for
all
your
help
this
you ever forget it!) say. 1 guess Thank You will
VH-l, I give you
October
- vou’ll need all the energy
semester. We hope you had
have to do. Remember, I’m on- yo; can get! Just.don’t forget Respect you? Of course I
till you’re sick of me. At. least from your man with the
respect you, sir. Always have.
fun. See you next year. Have
ly
an
hour
plane
ride
away.
I don’t use up ail the hot puter vision“‘
Lisajane my great quotes! Oh, and Always will. Now get out of a grear summer.
this Scott water! Thanks for putting up ~ ~ iou,ve
i ~ ma,+
Jon ...we need an extension my seat.
Bill, Bill, and Mike
with all the Daily shit this
the best
ever AI! I can say is “Thanks.”
Mike,
cord!
Clay
You must be psyched. No
Devi
year; you’re a good listener ),ad, we surprised ourselves
LJ
and an even better friend. But from
D~~through Jon, Steve, Matt Editors present and future - “They say it’s your Birthday. ’more calls from Charles-River
Michael Jackson still sucks. Colorado, F~~ my favorite Don’t forget about deadlines.
Jobs well done, everyone. It’s my Birthday too” Let’s at 3 am. Enjoy all your free
Lots of luck!! You know I’m
Good luck to all whether here celebrate with Banles & James time. You did an excellent job
you alwaysLet’s go Indians, R O F k euv- . best
and Batman & Robin: Happy this year. Congratulations.
or there. And take care!
Astros, and Mets!
graduation and beyondnot one for words.
- Mike Andy*
LJ
Devi 21st
LJ

Gaz2

z
i:
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-
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So long Suzanne! I never could
have made it without you,
maybe you should have quit in
December...I know, I know.
don’t kick me! In unison now
“Oh ...” What’s that! An article? On time? No, couldn’t
be.. afterall this is the ARTS
department. And yes. as far as
the Daily is concerned, there
is a God. Oh. iusr SD it.
What? No photo! Awesome
alliterations always! DBZ
i
Ixigh.
Gct set for next year. We’ll
haw a blast! The sports
department will never be the
same.
Kelley
Chris and Waldek You guys are amazing!! That
pretty much sums it up. By
the way, if you run any pictures of me looking stupid at
a Senate meeting I’m going to
cut the photo supplies budget!
- Bill S.
Lenny.
You’re another person I’m
really going to miss. Who is
going io he the moral voice
down in the office next year..[
agreed with a lot of the things
you said. I will never ever
forget those rides to the hockey
games: the 35 minute trip that
should have taken five, and the
time we almost got in 3 accidents on the S mile trip (that
must be some kind of record.)
I hope I’ll see you again. Good
luck!
. “
Waldek
P.S. M y condolences about the
Lcnmobile
To the editor down the hall,
Julie it has.been lot of fun
working with you. It wasn‘t
until the second semester that
I realized that you lived down
the hall. You are a party
animal! Every party I go to I’m
sure to see you. I hope you
have a ‘great time abroad.
Waldek
Steve, Kelley, John,
I hope that Saturday was the
preseason for the ’87288 Daily wiffle-ball season. I had a
great time working with you
guys and hanging out down at
the office. I’m glad I will see
you guys next year. -Don’t
work too hard this summer,
but ,
oartv nlentv.
Waldek
Mike. Sarah. and Diane (and
’ Labo) Don’t mak‘e the news
department TOO good, or
you’ll make me look bad! No,
forget that ...Please, do your
hest to make me look bad!
’Bill S.
Bret, Lisajane, Amy, Sharon,
Scott, Jessica, Devi, Suzanne,
Jennifer, Kelly, Lenny, Lynn,
Chris. Evelyn, Nancy, and
everyone else I’ve lived with
for the past two years: You
folks are the best! There
(literally) couldn’t have been a
Daily without you! Thanks for
all the good times. I hope there
will be more.
- Bill S.
Carol Peltz, SDI Yeah, I know, you weren’t a
Daily editor this semester, but
here’s a personal anyway. I’m
glad last semester’s “tension,”.
to put it mildly, didn’t last,
because you are a very special
person, and I would have
hated to have you hate my guts
all year. Cleveland is my
favorite city, the Indians are
my favorite baseball team, and
you are my favorite former
Daily editor! Sorry Mike! Call
me this week and I’ll buy you
dinner. Does China Inn sound
good?
- Bill S.
To the Daily News Staff
writers You folks really came
through this semester. Keep it
up, and remember, like Mike
says, we are a family! So have
some kids and get them to
write!.
- Bill S.
To the 1987-88X U Senate Are you psyched? Yeah, I
am too. I think great things are
going to happen next year. Can
we have a Senate brunch at the
Hyatt?
- That new guy from the
Daily
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Michael b.,
D~ a good job with Arts next
year, will ya? Thanks. Take
care of our baby and make it
grow. I know you can do it.
your predecessor - (no, not
Suzanne)
Matt You might not kmow a hell
of a lot about Geology, but I
don’t think the Daily needs a
geologist. You do know a lot
ahout some other things, and
I know you’ll use your
knowledge, humor, political
insight, and bad-weather-destroying philosophy next
semester. Have fun!
- Bill S.
stcvc Okay, BABE, you’re going
to have to bear down a bit now,
maybe skip a few classes, stay
down at the office past 4:30
p.m., and maybe give-up a few
of your library hours each
wcck. I know it’ll be tough,
hut I have a strange feeling you
can do it! Get psyched for next
scmcstcr - I know you guys
will do a great job. Are you
n 101.
science editor now? Anyway,
Labo: You’re a fascination to
and kick
~ but,! h
me. Honest, straightforward some ,
and just plain excitable. Quite
- Bill S.
literally, I enjoy your presence. production gaffKelley: It’s simple. You’re the I don’t see you guys as much
greatest. I don’t Say that aboutas I do the writers, but that’s
good, because it incant that
many people.
Lenny: You’re Offbeat. You’re c\rerything ran smoothly all
long. Well, kinda
zany. You enjoy who YOU are.
It makes you fun, and it W i l l smoothly. Ok, so it was a litmake me miss you.
tle rough around the edges. No
Suzanne: Subtle humor. biggy, Chris- you complainThat’s what 1 notice. Your cd a lot hut took a hugc load.
eary smile as well.
off my shoulders by handling
Devi: Good luck in med- ads so well. Lynn - carry on
-school and beyond. 1 see in the legacy. And Je..
and
vou a real capacitv
.
. to achieve Chlrnn - vnll euvs are Drowithout compromised stan- hably better than the Moral
dards. Good luck.
~
~ at , spotting
~
LJ: OK I’ve finally figured out obscenities. Thanks for
what I want to say to you. You ,.verything,
arc the single most sweet per-Mike
son downherc (The Daily),
Julie
and I will think often of you.
Shein: You are an inspiration. You’ve continued the Daily
High minded, high principl- tradition .of electing beautiful
ed, and an acute sense of and intelligent women to
what’s right - I sincerely ad- Associate Editor (Sorry, Matt),
mire you, and 1’11 miss your and you did an incredible job
all semester. Enjoy )mur
heine
down
.~~~
~- ~- here.
~~zinn: A quirky
of semester abroad, and keep in
humor and a verv hard worker, touch. Call the Daily Office
watched
I take be collect. I’m sure the Senate
a real growth process; I look Will Pa!’ for it...
- Bill S.
forward to next year.
J,)n Jon &! Steve: 1’11 do You well. vou’vc got the helm
together though I could do now. DO it up, bud. And
triples for each of you. Thanks ,,lease, no lawsuits, no obnox.
for your confidence; thanks for ioUs slugs for my column. and
Your constant intensity and
foozball, twins, or Hot Pot
levity: I await next semester. ,t(,ric5, call
drink J.D.
Leigh, Diane, Sarah - Iogethcr?
Welcome. We’ll have fun.
- Bill S.
Kelly Hagen: You’re not with Mike E. the Daily, but you’re always Gotta minute? Really,
JUST
with me. Thank you for late WE’RE
nights together after late nights FRIENDS! ...my cat’s purrdown here. I love you, forever. ing.. .where’s the news
To all I’ve not mentioned who analysi\? ...jail?...o~y,I WAS
do things I don’t really know hitting on M.D . . . . gotta
...sand
about (production, etc.) minute? ... 1-2-1-2-3-4
Thank you for all that you do in
someone’s
bathing
in
jourand -- to all who have read suit ...Yours
this: It’s spew. But it’s heart- n~ilisni,.,rcally. it’s a timifclt. Happy minmcr to all. Iy... laughing nurses ...typos on
the arts page, in my column,
Bill I , Bill 2 . Mike,
You guys did a great job this i n this personal ...Get your own
year. I’m glad I worked with AP. ..Labo’s a little excited toyou. Chris and I really love day... Well Mike, I guess this
those 5 min. warning is it. Thanks for all the good
assignments. Due to lack of time\, the few bad times, and
time I can’t say everything but all the times in-between. The
I’ll see you guys next year. Daily’s in my blood. and it’s
Waldek your fault. Thanks.
- Bill S.
Shein I’ll see you around
Bill Labo campus
Okay, Mr. Liberal Arts. it’s
To the boss,
all yours. Do it up “in a big
Mike what can I say? You have
way.” If you get a chance this
heen like a father to me down week, why don’t you impleat the Daily. (I mean that
ment all of our ideas. At once.
seriously.) I hope you will No problem. It’s been a great
come visit once in a while. semester, and it couldn’t have
Have a great summer.
Waldek happencd without you. I know
I I I Y J ~ C yon miss your first
Carol,
We never did have that dinner class. put- off a paper for 9
party. By the way, the tequila weeks. blow-off your friends.
at 12 has to stop. Who can your work, sleep, exercise,
forget all the memories. food, etc., but I think it was
worth it. I did too. That’s what
Thanks.
LJ hang a Daily news editor is all
about. And to top it off, some
Mike Z. I don’t know what to say. I people in Middlesex Superior
have to live with you now. Why Court know our names! Do
vou take the Same me a favor: Go to Washington
don’t
-.
courses-as me too? Do it UP, and have a few beers. Aild if
big guy. And do your house you have any questions about
job.
the parking story...
- Bill S.
- Bill S.

Jon, Matt, and Steve:
How’s life at the top? I look
forward to next year. Thanks
for everything. Have a great
summer.
Bill
This is the beginning of a very
long personal, both personally gratifying and personally
personalized - a series of
spew, sequenced in no particular order, but entirely sensible when seen in its proper
light. The right light. Spew.
Mike: someone to look up to;
a model of high standards, a
hell of a good person, and,
though it’s incredibly trite to
say it, I’ll miss you a great
deal. Long live the family.. .
Bret: the same as above, and
I’m lucky to know you. Unique is your style. I admire it
a lot.
Julie: Mike’s already said it,
but it’s what I’ve seen as
well - you’re quiet leadership
has left a mark - there are
very few I’ve ever known as
kind as you, and I’ll miss you.
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LaboLJZinn-masterTo the guy who bought my
Hey, chopped liver, you
Bill S ,
And the award for most imJulie
made
it, and your GPA didn’t
“famil$”
speech
more
than
proved player goes to.. .you!
Got a minute? Remember
First of all, happy birthday.
slip beneath 3.95, either! Exthat fateful day two years ago,
You came a long way with anyone, I say thanks. Your
cept for a few, tiny, tiny goofs
when you came to my room in
minimal training, and I was constant spirit and enthusiasm It’s not a full page ad, but it’ll
(a photo here, page one there),
glad to he able to watch it. brightened the office everyday, have to do. Now down to
a Springsteen t-shirt, wanting
let me say that you did an
You’ll be awesome next year. and, assuming you pass your business: I can’t tell you how
to write a humor column, and
outstanding job in letting me
no one else liked your stuff but
But I still won all the classes, I’m sure next year will much I appreciate what you’ve
done
this
semester.
You
were
stay away from the knives. And
I did, and, as they say, the rest
arguments because I was E in bring more of the same. You’re
always
there
when
something
I appreciate that. Admit it hot shit, Bill - don’t trade
is history (I’m determined to
C
. . 10 be done,
.. no matter
needed
your
charm
for
frustration
and
beyond the lack of staff, missmake this personal one
-Mike
or
how
seemhow
mundane
V
O
U
’
~
be
~
fine.
Just
learn
to
ing
the Pub, being behind on
sentence, like your columns): ,
distinguish between Bill and ingh unimportant. And YOU
work, complaints from Sherm
A M jokes, you and your cat , AmyOK, so it was a rough
were also there to do the imand K B , and general things to
purring, astrn physics, let me semester, but you made it
portant stuff - and I think
-Mike
bitch abouc, it was worth it.
be perfectly honest with you, through. Remember one
everyone finally appreciates
Come on, admit it! There you
get your Goddamn story in, thing- through thick or thin,
Mess(especially me) how well YOU
go. Good luck but
next I year
at
Labovitz thinks I’m you, the WU’re alwa!’s welcome down
She’s all yours. T h e performed for the Daily every
Westinghouse,
doubt
you and Carol saga with me in here, and I’m glad You’ll be
machines, the lack of typists, day. The paper’]] miss you
need it, And tell your
the middle, and of course, the back next year. Get rid of that
the phone calls, deliveries, ad next “ear, and so will I; think
parents to move to Baltimore,
hospirdl. Goddard. and the cough OvCr the summer, and
rags, deadlines, the Observer of is when you’re gone.
to Save a phone bill in [he
paranoid lady at Health Ser- maybe even get a head Start On
breathing down your neck, all Thanks for everything and
thousands,
vices! It’s been fun, admit it. Your work! Say hi to Your
of it. Enjoy it. I sure as hell benne chance a paris,
. Love, Mike
Best of luck at vour newest brother for me.
did.
Mike
adventure in bureaucracy
-Mik.-Mike
.
.
- ...(you’re just friends, ok); keep
BLOOM COUNTY
your head on straight and I
know you’ll come out on top.
Keep in touch, and thanks for
the time, energy, and good
times.
-Mike
I?S. I...2...1-2-3-4.
~
~
~
~
~
~
KelleyFor a “lady,” you did one
hell of a job! Next year,
without Lenny, you and Leigh
can really dig up the dirt objectively! Uh, I won’t hold
my breath. But ynu can hold
yours; I promise a column a
week. On pro sports!
-Mike
I.J % W
I
LcnnyYour
Division
111
philosophy is nauseating, your
wardrobe ridiculous, your
drinking morals astonishing,
your writing sappy, your
arguments
~
childlike,
i
~your
~
adams apple big, your hockey
taste stupid, and your dedication to Tufts, Jumbo sports,
and the Daily unmatched.
Through all the arguments,
I’ll never forget you or regret
working with you. And I appreciate more than you know
the work you put in down
here. Best of luck next year
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
and always - no matter what
you end up doing. someone
4u
with your drive and determination can only be a SUC“It’s an insane tragedy that 700,000 people get a
cess.
diploma
each year and can’t read the damned
-Mike
thing. ”
P.S. Sorry about the beer on
- Lahor Secretar? Bill Brock
your head - I was just
celebrating the Flyers’ win
over the Rangers.
Frasca and Maienza
Dcvi and SitranneTypos aren’t my fault!!! I
know you don‘t have writers!!!
I’m sorry I wrote on your
calendar!!! It’s not me who
ACROSS
pays the reporters!!! There,
1 Farm unit
now I can finally sleep
5 Small amounts
pcacefully. You guys kept me
10 obey
14 Dip out water
on my toes, and as much as I
15 Cooking place
complained, I’m glad you
16 Monster of
cared so much. That’s what
I myth
17 Churchill e.g.
meant the most. Hope your
19 Breathing
year at the Daily was as much
sound
fun as mine, and I hope you
20 Meadowland
miss it as much as I will next
21 Charge
22 One before
year. Thanks for everything.
, 24 another
-Mike
Ruminant

.

Dsonesbury

QUOTATION OF THE DAY

[

rI

Hey. babe, nice back pack. It’s
that prep school mentality, you
know. Anyway, thought I’d
iiist give you something to read
in class - oops, I forgot.
You’re the best sports writer
this paper has ever seen (well,
maybe a close second), but one
of the most disorganized. But
you made it work great. Next
ycar, make it work up front:
read the news page, font the’
hoxscores, edit carefully, and
win at wiffle ball! You’ve got
the tuols. babe. Thanks for the
help this year.
-Mike
P.S. Get rid of the bike.
Matt and BraFrom margarine to orbs, YOU
guys covered it all. Bret,
?ou’ve taught me not to be
ashamed of my boring. ordinary taste, and Matt, you’ve
ldught me to brighten up my
wardrobe a little - but never
turquoise! So glad you were
horh a Dart of the “familv..”
&-tha; you’ll both be there
for semesters to come. You
guys are great. Thanks.
-Mike

N.Y. NEWS CROSSWWD PUZZLE-

25 Father

~~

Unscramblethese four Jumbles.
one lettertoeach square,toform

tour otdinaw words.

- .I

WHATA

WUE

I

W M E T I M E J BECOMES
A F T E R MARRIAGE.
NOW arrange the circled letters IO
form the surprise answer. as sug-

gested by the a b ~ CanOOn
e

Printanswerhere: “

~

-

(Answers tomorrow
Jumbles CHALK FUZZY BEAUTY IRONIC
Saturday,s
Answer What a successfulborrower has to have a
goo0 sense of- ‘TOUCH ’

I

,

,“rnb,.
nooh ”0.1, I. .“.,1.1,.
ID, 1110, *hkh ,“d“d..
so.,.*.
h.”d,,”*
h r n J”rnY.. em I*#.
n.r.o.e.l.
P O Bo. ,166. o,,.n**.
FL 12so2.111s
hc%“d. n.m..
.ddP...
.“d ‘IS C*d. .nd “,.k.
Sh.Cl
P.”.b,.
IS N...p.p..bDok.

26 Ranch
29 Eating areas
33 Relating to
a space
34 Agrees (with)
35 Period of time
36 Kidney or lima
37 Coral island
38 Winter white
39 Blushing
40 Residence
41 Antlered
animal
42 To some degree
44 Mended
45 Have en
aversion
46 Hundredth part
47 Selfishness
50 Partly: pref.
51 Bishop’s
diocese
54 Lithuanian
55 Pulled up
the roots
58 ill humor
59 Specifies
60 Imparted
61 Musial
62 The ones here
~
63 Comfortable

DOWN
1 An envied
brother
2 Rattan
3 Latvian city
4 Angled
extension
5 Came forth

6 Different
7 Thumb and Cat
8 A Gardner
9 Guard
10 Severe stinger
11 Mild oath
12 A Gardner
13 Believe
18 Visionary
23 God of war
24 School
official
25 Move obliquely
26 Israeli
27 Dress
carefully
28 Convenient
” tube
29 Electron
30 Mortise’s
partner
31 Uneven
43 Bleach
32 Cut
44 Termination
34 Put away
46 Yields
37 support
47 Declines
38 Variety
48 Manner of
40 Exclamations
walking
41 Insane
49 Earthen pot

4,27/87

50 Identical
51 Covered walk
52 Snaky fishes
53 Small
56 whirlpool
College yell
57 Corroded

II

e
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WANT

TO

SEE

YOURFACEINTHE
BIGGEST CAMPUS
9
PUBLICATION.
L

WORK ON-THE ’88

JUM.BO
YEARBOOK
Meeting for next year’s staff TODAY Monday,
April 27
5 p.m. - Curtis Lounge
‘Editors and photographers needed

-All

Classes Welcome-

